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Metastability Testing at FPGA Circuit Design
using Propagation Time Characterization
Branka Medved Rogina, Peter Škoda, Karolj Skala, Ivan Michieli
1

Abstract—This paper describes the measurement method
and experimental technique with advanced instrumentation
setup for analysing the metastability behavior and
performance measurement of flip-flops used in programmable
logic devices. In order to demonstrate this testing approach,
the results for metastable characteristics parameters of one
FPGA digital circuit fabricated commercially in 90 nm CMOS
process are presented. The same test methods can also be used
for evaluation of timing reliability in digital circuits as well.
Index Terms—FPGA, metastability, testing, propagation
time

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ETASTABILITY is a central issue in the
synchronization of two or more asynchronous signals.
The standard method for accomplishing this task is to
employ a D flip-flop (FF) as the synchronizing element.
Metastability failure appears if data and clock input signals
violate setup and hold times, as the output signal of the FF
then becomes unpredictable [1]. The increased size of
structural and functional complexity of today’s digital
circuits, such as FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Array),
has given rise to circuit designs with high numbers of
asynchronous clock domains, where metastability problems
occur most often, when the signal is transferred between
circuitry in unrelated or completely asynchronous clock
domains [2]. Concerning the reliability of digital circuit
design, metastability is a problem that cannot be avoided It
should be noted that manufacturers of digital circuits rarely
give information about these parameters.
Different experimental procedures have been employed to
accurately determine metastability characteristics, but the
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number of results cannot be compared because of different
excitation and recording methods, so there is no standard test
method. The results are very often presented through the
MTBF value (Mean Time Between Failure) due to
metastability, as an estimate of the average time between
instances when signal transfers could cause metastability
problems and design failure [3,4].
We have already presented a practical measurement
technique to determine the MTBF characteristics of
nonprogrammable and programmable logic devices using
high accuracy time interval measurement setup [5,6,7].
Here we present a subsequent approach based on integrated
propagation time characteristics, using a high speed digital
storage oscilloscope for the acquisition, measurement and
statistical timing of data analysis of metastable FF in FPGA
devices. Although input (IOB) FFs are normally used to
synchronize asynchronous input signals, the tests are
performed both for FFs located in IOB (Input Logic Block)
and CLB (Configurable Logic Block) areas .
II. CHARACTERIZING METASTABILITY
A.
Metastability equation
It is well known that the input to a synchronizing FF must
be stable for a minimum time before the clock edge (setup
time tSU) and for a minimum time after the clock edge (hold
time tHD), in order to ensure reliable operation. The
synchronizer output is then available after a specified clockto-output propagation time (tCO), as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 A synchronizing FF must be stable for a minimum time before the
clock edge (setup time t SU) and for a minimum time after the clock
edge (hold time tHD), in order to ensure reliable operation

The problem with metastable events is not merely their
occurrence, but when the event causes inconsistent values to
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MTBF =

tR
td

10
2 × fc × fd × w

(1)

Available resolve time is calculated in the following
manner:

t R = (1 f c - t CO _ max - t SU )

(2)

Therefore, the amount of resolve time tR allowed for a
device to settle plays a significant role in calculating its
failure rate. In our practical measurement technique, we
determine device depending characteristics, the metastability
resolution time constant td and the metastable window w, so
that circuit’s failure rate for different resolving time values at
specific frequencies of clock and data signals can/may be
calculated.
B.
Metastability measurement method
Common methods for exploring MTBF use the
stimulating data and clock signal out of phase, representing
asynchronous signals that are most frequently used in real
systems today [11]. However, the probability of an FF going
into a metastable state will be higher if the input signal more
often violates the setup time or hold time of the FF.
Therefore, we use synchronous data and clock input signals
to deliberately induce metastability in testing FF. However,
it is necessary to consider the following. A MTBF
parameter is used to calculate the mean time between
synchronization failure events and is valid for random
events, input events that are uniformly distributed over the
clock period. Since we use a history-dependent method of
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where:
- tR is the resolve time or the maximum time a digital
output can remain in a metastable state without causing
a synchronization failure,
- w is the metastable window and represents the
likelihood that a device enters into a metastable state,
- td is the metastability resolution time constant and
describes the speed at which the metastable condition
is resolved,
- fc is the frequency of the system clock,
- fd is the frequency of the input signal.

generating input events, we must take care that it does not
affect the data and still obtain the results that correspond to
the excitation of random, asynchronous input signals.
As for the analysis of the results, we do not predetermine
the time (after the clock signal) at which the output state of
an FF is analyzed, as in the LTD (Late Transition Detection)
method [11]. We simply measure clock-to-output
propagation time at various setup, hold time values and store
the data for later processing.
For example, Fig. 2 shows a propagation time
characteristic measured for one general purpose FPGA
circuit, Xilinx’s 90 nm FPGA Spartan-3 within various
setup and hold time relationships. It is evident that the
clock-to-output propagation time starts to increase (black
line) as the time interval between data and clock signals
becomes less than 0.2 ns (setup time). At the same time, the
number of output signals with increased propagation time
but of regular voltage level (logical correct events)
decreases (blue line). The largest measured increase in
propagation time is 1.3 ns, with only 10 % of transitions
occurred. The measurement results correspond to data listed
in the manufacturer's specifications [12].

Propagation time CLK-Output (ns)

be latched into subsequent flip-flops. One manifestation of
metastability behavior is excessive propagation time of this
transition [8]. This increased delay will normally cause
timing violations in the subsequent (synchronous) circuit if
the output has not resolved itself by the time that it must be
valid for use, for example, as an input to another stage.
Because of the greater densities and more aggressive
clocking strategies applied today, FPGAs have become
more susceptible to these delay faults [9].
The metastability failure rate is usually calculated using
the equation that relates mean time between two failures
with operating conditions [10]:

0
0.00

-0.05

-0.10

-0.15

-0.20

-0.25

Delay D-CLK (ns)

Fig. 2 A propagation time characteristic and number events measured for
one general purpose FPGA circuit (Xilinx’s 90 nm FPGA Spartan-3) within
various setup and hold time relationships

To experimentally determine the metastability resolution
time constant td and the metastable window w, the edge of
the data signal is set at the centre of the metastable window.
This is usually adjusted, so the output signal of a FF favors
both high and low logic data equally, corresponding to 50 %
logically correct events [1]. (Using this Foley method type
of excitation is simpler than the principle used in our
original method [5].) The exact number of events is
determined by DSO counting, or can be estimated upon the
intensity of traces on the oscilloscope screen ( as in Fig. 3).
Based on all measured results, it is possible to determine
the decay function of this metastable state over time from
the histogram of time propagation data. The metastability
resolution time constant and the metastable window are
calculated by applying the principle described by [13,14].
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sizable limitation of the accuracy of the measurement
method.
The logical connection of IOB and CLB test FFs in
Spartan-3 FPGA is shown in Fig. 5. In each device, the
same implementation tests the IOB and CLB FFs
simultaneously.

Fig. 3 Digital storage oscilloscope representation of data, clock and output
signals waveforms and statistical data of propagation time, for IOB FF in
Spartan-3 FPGA

III. EXPERIMENTAL TEST SETUP AND MEASUREMENT
RESULTS
In our first measurement setup, time intervals are
measured based on the start-stop principle, using a TAC
(Time-to-Amplitude Converter). The time resolution of this
analog method is very high (3.5 ps). Analog methods of time
interval measurement give an excellent opportunity to
analyze high-speed data signals with ps timing resolution
[15]. For determining only the decay of the metastability
state, such a sophisticated measurement setup might not
always be necessary. Therefore, we propose a metastability
test setup based on digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) for
data acquisition. The DSO is capable of continuous
measured data accumulation, storage and a statistical data
mining analysis of the results [7].
The main parts of the measurement setup are shown in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Experimental metastability test setup based on digital storage
oscilloscope for data acquisition

A digital delay generator (Stanford Research DG353)
provides programmable clock and data fast pulse input
signals for FF under testing. The trigger output signal of the
generator is used as an external trigger input for a 10 GS/s
digital storage oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 6100).
The resolution of the signal generator (5 ps) is the only

6

Fig. 5. Logical connection of IOB and CLB test FFs in Spartan-3 FPGA
for metastability test

The time waveform diagram of reference signals for
metastability test is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The time waveform diagram of reference signals for metastability
test

A.
Evaluating the metastability parameters
In order to determine the statistical characteristics of
logically correct events, the oscilloscope is triggered by the
output signal of tested FF. A characteristic histogram of the
measured propagation time of approximately 25 x 103
events is presented in Fig. 7. The horizontal time base
represents the time from the moment of triggering the
oscilloscope “back” to the edge of the clock signal;
increasing settling time values are shown “from right to
left."
In Fig. 8 the X-axis represents the time from triggering Q
output back to the clock edge and, therefore, increasing
metastability time is shown from left to right. The value of τ
for the metastable region can be measured from the
histogram. The slope of the metastable region starts at about
-1.0 ns and ends at -1.15 ns. For this instance, τ is about 28
ps and is obtained from the reciprocal of the slope of the
histogram. This particular device is quite fast and
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metastable events cannot be observed as well as in slower
devices.

determines the parameters necessary to calculate the
metastable window from the propagation time histogram.
By applying this approach to the measured data histogram,
metastable window values of 78.75, 7.88 and 0.65 ps are
calculated for events with propagation time 50, 120 and 180
ps larger than the normal value. As expected, events with a
large increase of propagation time are due to smaller
metastable windows. For high speed technologies, like
FPGAs, only events that occur as a result of small
metastable window lead to “deep” metastability, while
those for larger values constitute the area of “deterministic”
metastability [13]. The results of these calculations for
Spartan-3 FPGA IOB FF are shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 7. Digital storage oscilloscope representation of propagation time
histogram for IOB FF in Spartan-3 FPGA in metastability test
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Fig. 9. Determnation of width of the metastable window Tw for IOB FF in
Spartan-3 FPGA in metastability test
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Fig. 8. Determination of resolution time constant t for IOB FF in Spartan-3
FPGA in metastability test 

The width of the metastable window w is determined for
different propagation time values from the same histogram.
It is first necessary to convert the vertical axis named by
numbers of metastable events to a time scale representing
the effective size of the metastable window for a given
propagation time. In order to make this conversion, it is
necessary to locate a point on the vertical axis which can be
mapped to a propagation time parameter on the x-axis.
Following the procedure in [14], events with normal
propagation time (measured value 0.966 ns) are assigned to
a metastable window that is equal to setup time (0.21 ns).
The width of the metastable window (from tSU to w) is
reduced in the same proportion as the number of events
(with larger propagation time). This is the basic idea that
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We present propagation time histogram results both for
IOB and for CLB FFs in Spartan-3 FPGAs tested within
three working regimes defined by the relation number of
logical correct events and total number of events (100 %, 50
% and 10 %). The working regime is defined by setup time.
The 100 % regime is derived from the 50 % regime by
increasing its setup time by 2 ns, which puts the FF into an
area of reliable/safe operation. The 10% regime is the area
of deep metastability, with a small number of logically
correct events, which are characterized by significantly
increased propagation time. Approximately 5000 data
points (propagation time) were collected for each working
regime. The Spartan-3 FPGA showed little difference
between IOB and CLB FF output behavior (Fig. 10. and Fig
11). the average value (mode) of propagation times is noted
in the upper right corner of each histogram. The histograms
clearly show an increase is propagation time and significant
skewing of their distribution as FFs are driven into a
metastable region of operation.

7

demonstration, the results are presented for IOB and CLB
FF outputs fabricated in one process (90 nm) of FPGA
devices.
Using the proposed experimental test setup based on a
deliberately induced metastability method, we found the
resolution time constant of Xilinx’s 90 nm FPGA Spartan-3
to be less than 30 ps. In addition, there is no significant
difference for the IOB and CLB FF outputs. The effective
size of the metastable window depends on the propagation
time of the metastable events, and changes by dropping
from 0.1 ns to 1 ps.
Measurements on Spartan-3 using the LTD principle (to
be announced) resulted in a 25 % higher value of t.
(Measurements were carried out with fd = 10 MHz and fc <
90 MHz signals and suggest an increase of MTBF with
factor 2.4 x 106 for every additional 500 ps delay between
the clock signal – At lower clock and asynchronous data
frequencies MTBF increases inversely proportional to the
product of these two frequencies).
Available data for FPGA devices fabricated in 90 nm
processes yielded values of 20 to 50 ps (40 ps measured for
Xilinx) and can be used for a comparison/verification with
the results measured in our laboratory [16].
Fig. 10. Propagation time histogram for IOB FF in Spartan-3 FPGA at
different stimulus (100%, 50%, 10%) in metastability test
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Effects of Level Quantization and Threshold
Clipping of the Signal and Basis Functions of
Discrete Fourier Transform
Gamlet S. Khanyan, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The paper studies the influence of signal
quantization levels number on accuracy of the results of spectral
analysis. The overflow effect (signal threshold clipping due to
shortage of the quantizing device bits) is also considered.
A formula is derived for transforming a real number to its
nearest quantization level. Numerical modeling of the quantized
realizations of harmonic signal (pure one and mixed with noise)
as well as its Fourier transform’s basis functions is performed to
construct characteristics – dependencies between programassigned signal parameters and those measured in the course of
digital processing under various quantization and clipping
conditions.
Index Terms—Analog-to-digital conversion, discrete and fast
Fourier transform, level quantization, threshold clipping.

L

I. INTRODUCTION

quantization is an inherent procedure of digital
signal processing (DSP). Besides, discrete variability is
the basis of most physical and biological world, and of various
mathematical constructions (energy levels in quantum
mechanics, DNA encoding, Boolean algebra, Walsh functions,
etc.). Yet, wherever the reality idealization is based on the
description of continually changing values, level quantization
is considered as a distorting phenomenon. This is also true of
spectral analysis based on discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
method, where the transformed series of numbers, which are
supposed to be continual in theory, are level quantized in
practice.
Level quantization takes place not only during signal
acquisition – when it undergoes analog-to-digital conversion
(ADC), but also during its further processing by a computing
device with finite number of memory cells’ and processor
registers’ bits. In the latter case it is convenient to study, as an
example, the level quantization of basis functions (sines and
cosines) of DFT calculated in a direct (but slow) way, and by a
rather sophisticated in mathematical description method of fast
Fourier transform (FFT), having multiple versions of its
EVEL
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implementation algorithms [1]. These versions (data
decimation in time or frequency domain with their prior or
post processing by the “butterfly” scheme, etc.) “shuffle”
differently the interim results and are not commutative in their
ultimate calculation with the level quantization operation.
Level quantization is often accompanied by clipping the
signal on thresholds established, e.g., for protection against
overload.
Questions about the effects of these and other ways of
signal restriction on the accuracy of the Fourier transform are
relevant to the metrology of spectral analysis as a means of
measuring the amplitude-phase-frequency characteristics of
oscillatory processes of different nature. Answers to those
questions will allow manufacturers and customers of
microelectronic devices to coordinate more precisely the
actual performance of the industry’s products with features
envisaged during their design stage.
Level quantization of the signal has been subject of a large
number of works – from the earliest to the present time of
DSP development history [2]–[7]. However, effects related to
it cannot be considered to have been fully studied. For
instance, well-known manuals on theory and practice of signal
processing [2]–[4] confine themselves to describing the
quantization phenomenon and rationale of probability
distributions of the rounding noise (error), in particular the
assumption of its uniform distribution. Among the quoted (by
no means complete) list of the literature the papers [5]–[7] can
be highlighted where quantization effects are studied as
applied to one of the vast areas of DSP – digital filtering.
As for another major DSP area – discrete spectral analysis,
one can feel a noticeable lack of references here, and the
present work is aimed, if not to fill this gap, but to
demonstrate a possible research direction of the problem,
which occupies a prominent place among other problems of
measurements and signal processing.
I. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
Let us consider an analog signal s(t) describing a physical
process, and its digital realization sn of duration T s and length
of N samples, obtained (starting at a time moment t0) with
sampling frequency F Hz. The signal is assumed to be clipped
on constant thresholds A and B:

9

⎧
⎡ A, s (t n ) ≤ A
⎪
⎢
=
s
⎪ n ⎢ s (t n ); A < s (t n ) < B
⎨
⎢⎣ B, s (t n ) ≥ B
⎪
⎪t = t + n / F ; n = 0,1,..., N − 1; N = TF .
⎩n 0

(1)

Before digital processing, such a signal undergoes level
quantization, which can be represented as a chain of operators
affecting sn and transforming it into a quantized number
_

s n = P −1QPsn .

(3)

with the coefficient C and the displacement D, equal

(10)

which depends on a single variable σn and contains a single
parameter – the number of quantization levels L.
Formula (10) looks most simply for the cases of two-level
(L=2) and three-level (L=3) quantization

(2)

At first, the sample sn, possessing a physical dimension of
process s(t), is affected by scaling (calibration) operator P,
which transforms it into a dimensionless number contained in
the range with fixed integer boundaries LA=PA and LB=PB
corresponding to the thresholds A and B. The operation of this
is linear

sn′ = Psn = Csn + D ,

⎡
2 ⎡ ( L − 1) σ n + L ⎤
q (σ n ) =
⎥ − 1, | σ n | < 1
σ n = ⎢⎢
L − 1 ⎢⎣
2
⎦
⎢⎣sgn σ n , | σ n | ≥ 1,
_

_
⎡+ 1, σ n ≥ 0
;
σn = ⎢
⎣− 1, σ n < 0

⎡+ 1, σ n ≥ +1 / 2
_
⎢
σ n = ⎢ 0, − 1 / 2 ≤ σ n < +1 / 2. (11)
⎢⎣− 1, σ n < −1 / 2

Note that the quantization function q is properly defined on
clipping thresholds (equal to ±1): putting σn = ±1 in (10) we
get⎯σn = ±1= q(±1). But for an even L the zero value of σn
shifts:
_

_

σ n (0) = 1 /( L − 1), L mod 2 = 0 ; σ n (0) = 0, L mod 2 = 1 . (12)

C = ( LB − L A ) /( B − A) ; D = ( LA B − LB A) /( B − A) . (4)

An important property of the q(σ) function lies in the fact
that an integer constant K can be moved beyond the brackets:

Then quantization operator Q itself comes into effect and
rounds up the scaling result to the nearest integer number:

q(σ + K ) = q(σ − J ) − Jq(0) + K , J = ( KL − K ) mod 2 .(13)

sn′′ = Qsn′ = [ s′n + 1 / 2] .

(5)

Finally, the obtained integer (5) is descaled, i.е., returned to
the original physical dimension by applying the inverse
operator P:
_

s n = P −1 sn′′ = ( sn′′ − D) / C .

(6)

Thus, we arrive at the function, depending on the single
variable sn and four parameters A, B, LA, LB:
_
L A − LA B
⎡ ( s − A) LB − ( sn − B) L A 1 ⎤ B − A
+ ⎥
+ B
sn = ⎢ n
. (7)
−
−
2
B
A
L
L
LB − L A
⎣
⎦ B
A

Real ADC devices contain an even number of quantization
levels L=2l, where l is the number of binary digits. The levels
are numbered from LA = –L/2 to LB =L/2–1. Of interest is an
odd number of levels L with the boundaries LA = –(L–1)/2,
LB =(L–1)/2. Both cases of L are easy to combine:
LA = − [ L / 2], LB = [( L − 1) / 2]; L ≥ 2 .

(8)

It turns out that formula (7) is invariant under the
displacement by an integer constant L′, i.e., it does not change
when replacing LA and LB by LA+L′ and LB+L′. In particular,
we can set LA=0, LB=L–1 in (7) and simplify it:
_
⎡ ( s − A)( L − 1) 1 ⎤ B − A
+ ⎥
sn = ⎢ n
+ A.
2⎦ L −1
B−A
⎣

(9)

Considering now an important case of threshold symmetry
B= –A>0 and normalizing the signal per that threshold
(σn=sn /B), we obtain a formula of quantization and clipping
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If K is even or L is odd, then J=0 and q(σ) becomes periodical.
Difficulties of further research lie in the fact that it is
impossible to obtain an analytical expression for the Fourier
transform of any type of quantized signal, except for the trivial
s(t)=const.
The exact formulas for the spectra of the amplitudes and
phases are derived for time-limited pure harmonic signal
under the assumption of continuity of its samples [8]. They are
the basis of special methods of spectral analysis that increase
accuracy of estimating harmonic oscillation’s parameters, and
are applied in the present paper. Here, despite the fact that the
quantized signal can be described by means of piecewise
constant function (10), to define the coordinates of those
constants’ boundaries on the horizontal axis seems to be not
possible. Hence the impossibility of the DFT calculated sum
fragmentation. Therefore, the only way to study the problem is
numerical simulation. A shortcoming of this approach is the
need to consider a lot of special cases, whose classification is
unlikely to be carried out comprehensively.
II. DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Numerical experiments to determine the influence of level
quantization and threshold clipping on the accuracy of spectral
analysis were performed using the dynamic measurements
digital signal processing program quatrix.exe® [9], in which
the procedures described by formulas (1)–(10) were included.
As a model of physical process (1) the analog harmonic
signal of frequency f0, amplitude a0, and initial phase ϕ0 mixed
with noise and observed in a window with initial time t0= –T/2
was taken:
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s (t ) = a0 cos(2π f 0 t + ϕ0 ) + r (t ); −T / 2 ≤ t < T / 2 . (14)

Harmonic signal, by virtue of the superposition principle
(the linearity of Fourier transform), serves as a structural
component of various types of dynamic processes (vibration,
pulsation, etc.). Therefore, the results obtained in a study of
this model can be rightfully extended to the complex physical
processes that have polyharmonic nature and occur in reality.
The noise in model (14) was formed by the software
generator of uniformly distributed pseudorandom numbers,
r′=random, so that the noise component’s samples
rn = r (t n ) = b0 (2r ′ − 1) ; 0 < r ′ < 1

(15)

varied within limits ± b0, whereas the harmonic component
was between ± a0. Hence, samples sn were limited and
normalized per threshold B =1+ b0 so that for a0>1 signal
clipping was imitated.
The objective of each experiment was to build
characteristics, that is a plot of a harmonic signal’s parameter
under measurement depending on the threshold or the number
of quantization levels of either the signal or the basis functions
of DFT or FFT when that parameter is fixed as a given
constant in the model (14). Effect of quantization or clipping
was assessed by comparing the experimentally measured
signal parameters – frequency f, amplitude a, and phase ϕ with
the program-assigned values f0, a0, ϕ0.
Signal parameters were estimated on the basis of processing
the results of discrete Fourier transform
Sm =

1
N

N −1 _

∑σ

n

e − i 2 πmn / N ; m = 0,1,..., N − 1

(16)

n=0

that calculates the spectral function Sm of the integer frequency
variable (bin) m.
The first half of samples Sm (hermitic conjugate with the
second one) is used (assuming N to be an even number) to
establish both the spectra of amplitudes Am and phases Фm
Am = 2 | S m |, Φ m = arg S m ; m = 0,1,..., m0 ,..., N / 2

(17)

of the signal’s digital realization sn on the frequencies fm=m/T.
Here the bin m0 is singled out, which is the address of the
maximum peak in the amplitude spectrum searched by sorting
out and comparing components of the array of numbers Am.
A. Frequency measurement
It is clear that m0 is a rough estimate of the process (14)
harmonic component’s dimensionless frequency f0T=m0+µ0.
Fractional adjustment µ0 is estimated by formula

µ 0 = ( Am0 +1 − Am0 −1 ) /( Am0 +1 + Am0 −1 ) ,

(18)

possessing, as was shown in [8], good accuracy for moderate
noise level b0 and for m0 location sufficiently distanced from
spectrum edges m=0 and m=N/2.
This formula, in which the nearest (left and right) neighbors
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of the amplitude spectrum maximum peak are presented, was
used to measure frequencies with accuracy exceeding the
spectral resolution.
B. Amplitude measurement
The main problem that arises when evaluating the
amplitude is its lowering at non-integer value of the
dimensionless frequency f0T (maximum peak of amplitude
spectrum turns out to be a0sin(πµ0)/(πµ0) instead of a0). This
phenomenon accompanied by the appearance of false sidelobe
components, is known in the literature as a leakage effect (see,
e.g., [2], [4]). There is no leakage at µ0=0, and the leakage is
maximum at µ0=1/2 (in the latter case, the peak amplitude
is ~64% of the harmonic oscillation’s amplitude’s true value).
To smooth the leakage effect, focusing method proposed in
[8] was applied. The essence of the method consists in
summing the square of amplitude spectrum maximum peak
with squares of the related sidelobe components, and taking
the square root a of that sum for evaluation of the oscillation’s
amplitude a0.
C. Phase measurement
To assess phase ϕ0, alternating method [8] was applied,
which eliminates phase distortion – its false shift in the πµ0
taking place in the traditional spectral analysis (provided in
time window 0 ≤ t < T alleged “by default”). The essence of the
alternating method (provided in time window –T/2 ≤ t < T/2) is
to swap the first (0 ≤ n<N/2) and second (N/2≤ n<N) halves of
the signal’s digital realization sn before performing DFT. And
then the phase ϕ0 is estimated with accuracy πµ0/N as the value
of phase Фm at the address m0 of the amplitude spectrum peak.
The results of phase measurements were outputted in
degrees (within ± 180°).
III. SIGNAL QUANTIZATION AND CLIPPING RESEARCH RESULTS
Digital realizations of process (14) with duration of T=1 s
and length of N samples were formed with sampling frequency
F Hz, so that the spectral resolution F/N=1/T was 1 Hz and the
dimensionless frequency f0T coincided with the dimensioned
one f0.
A. Appearance of the oscillograms and spectrograms
Prior to discussing the results, it is of interest to regard the
external look of examined signals and their amplitude spectra.
Fig. 1a indicates the first half of the oscillogram drawn with
points and the amplitude spectrum of pure harmonic signal
(a0=1 V, b0=0) of a semi-whole dimensionless frequency
256.5 drawn with solid line. The realization length is N=2048
samples, and the number of quantization levels is L=4096,
which is typical of 12-digit ADC-board often used in practice.
With this number of levels accepted to be “infinite”, as is
shown in further analysis, the samples of signal can be
considered as continuum numbers and both direct and fast
Fourier transform methods – as identical in terms of their
precision.
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Fig. 2. Amplitude-frequency characteristics of pure harmonic signal for
different number L of its quantization levels
Fig. 1. Waveform and amplitude spectrum of a sinusoid under various
conditions of quantization and clipping: a – large, b – small number of signal
quantization levels without clipping; c – signal clipping with a large number
of its quantization levels

The same signal quantized with a small number of levels
L=16 is shown in Fig. 1b, and in Fig. 1c – with L=4096 levels,
but clipped on amplitude (a0=1.5).
A comparison of these illustrations shows how little the
amplitude spectrum view is affected by the strong oscillogram
view change. Spectrum distortion is more noticeable in case of
the signal clipping, which is proved by the harmonic occurring
at frequency 767.5 Hz.
Such a weak effect of level quantization on the amplitude
spectrum (inadequate degree of waveform distortion) is
certainly a positive fact, and at the same times an unexpected
paradox.
B. Amplitude-frequency characteristics
Fig. 2 shows amplitude-frequency characteristics obtained
for a short length N=32 of the signal’s digital realization.
Measurements were made at a constant phase ϕ0=90°.
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Variable for each of the specified quantization levels L was
the dimensionless signal frequency f0T=m0+µ0 incrementing
by step 1/8 from spectrum origin to Nyquist frequency N/2.
Amplitude was built depending on it: the orange line – using
focusing method, the blue line – without adjustment (peak
value of amplitude spectrum at the address m0). Green circles
show measured signal frequencies adjusted according to (18).
Amplitude measurement result close to the ideal one a =1 is
ensured for L≥8 through focusing application. Amplitude
oscillations calculated without adjustments are explained by
leakage lowering it at semi-whole frequencies to ~64% of a0.
The frequency measurement plot practically coincides
with the program-assigned line, except in the spectrum central
zone for two-level quantization and at the spectrum edges for
any number of quantization levels. In the latter case, the socalled edge effect holds for the amplitude, being smoothed
only if L=2.
An extremely small number of levels (L<8) raises the
amplitude measurement result (by 20–30 %), practically not
touching the nature of genuine spectral deficiencies (leakage
and edge effects).
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C. Phase characteristics of quantization
Fig. 3 shows phase characteristics of harmonic signal –
results of phase measurement depending on the number of
quantization levels L.

D. Noise influence
To assess the effect of noise the harmonic signal was mixed
with uniformly distributed noise of the same intensity
(b0=a0 =1), so that the ideal result of amplitude measurement
was a=0.5. In the characteristics in Fig. 4 N =512, ϕ0=0,
f0T =128.

Fig. 4. Amplitude a (solid curve) and the phase ϕ (points) of harmonic signal
mixed with noise depending both on the number of quantization levels L

A strong (twofold) overestimation of the amplitude
(focused) is observed only for two-level quantization. For L>2
the noise-caused scattering of both phase (by several degrees)
and amplitude (by some percentage) is not sensitive to
quantization.
It can be argued that the noise is a distorting factor which is
almost independent of the quantization (as well as of leakage,
anyway).
E. Signal clipping
To research the signal threshold
characteristics given in Fig. 5 were taken.

clipping

effect,

Fig. 3. Phase characteristics of pure harmonic signal with N=32 and 2048
realization length measured in the absence and with the utmost leakage effect

Characteristics were taken in the spectrum center (on bin
m0=N/4) with constant phase ϕ0 taken from the row 0°, ±30°,
±45°, ±60°, ±90°. Using this sign symmetry to analyze the
leakage effect for ϕ0≥0 µ0=1/2 was set, and for ϕ0≤0 – µ0=0.
The signal’s realization length was assigned to be large
(N=2048, thick line and points) and small (N=32, thin line).
Results of phase measurement for long and short
realizations are the same when there is no leakage (as it is
evident for the curves in the lower part of the figure). It is
surprising that distortion is either totally absent (for phases 0°,
–45°), or for small L it is large and can have either “sawtooth”
behavior (for phases –30°, –60°) or appear only when the
number of quantization levels is even (for phase –90°).
If leakage is present (see the upper part of the figure), phase
distortion depends on realization’s length. It is minor for
N=2048 and proportional to the phase itself for N=32.
In any case the phase measurement result can be considered
to be approaching the asymptotic limit value for L>64.
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Fig. 5. Amplitude a and phase ϕ of a pure harmonic signal depending on the
signal clipping threshold

The variable on X-axis is “overload factor” – parameter a0
of model (14) showing how many times the signal amplitude
is larger than unity threshold in (10). Y-axes feature amplitude
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a and phase ϕ of the pure harmonic signal with length of
N=512 samples and of frequency 128+µ0, where µ0 adopted
values 0 and ½ corresponding to the minimum and maximum
leakage effects. In each case a large (L=4096, thin line) and a
small (L=4, points) number of quantization levels were taken.
Phase ϕ0 was set to vary linearly: from –60° to +60°.
The experimental results radically differ for different cases
of µ0. Paradoxically, for the maximum leakage phase
measurements fit perfectly on program-assigned line, whereas
in the absence of leakage, they are “ragged,” piecewise
constant, differing for small values of a0 by cases of L (this
difference is also clearly seen for amplitude measurements).
As for the amplitude, clipping leads to its overestimation of
about 30 %. The clipped signal with unlimited growth of a0
approximates the signal with 2–3 quantization levels.
IV. FOURIER TRANSFORM’S BASIS FUNCTIONS
QUANTIZATION RESEARCH RESULTS

We simulated and compared three situations related to the
Fourier transform’s basis functions level quantization.
In the first of them samples of signal (14) with amplitude
a0=1, equal to threshold B=1 (which ensures absence of signal
clipping), were quantized. The second situation was created by
quantization of the DFT (16) basis functions’ samples during
the cycles passing on m and n in the course of their direct
calculation, and in the third situation the FFT sines and
cosines table’s entries during their preliminary calculation
were quantized.
As trigonometric functions vary within limits ±1,
quantization in the two latter cases, according to (10), was also
carried out without threshold clipping.
A. Appearance of the spectrograms
In Fig. 6 signal is almost continual – it has L=4096
quantization levels, but both the samples of DFT and FFT
basis functions have only L=8 levels.

Fig. 7. The results of measuring an integer and a half-integer frequency
of sine wave depending on the number of quantization levels of signal and
basis functions of DFT and FFT

In the first case (f0T=64) the ideal outcome measure f = f0
is obtained at the two phase values (ϕ0=0°, ϕ0=45°) beginning
from number of quantization levels L=3 (both for signal and
for basis functions of the Fourier transform).
In the second case (f0T=64.5, ϕ0=0°) the value of fT varies
between the nearest bins 64 and 65 giving them “equal
preference” for the direct method of calculating the spectral
function (16), which is a more plausible outcome compared to
the fast method.
C. Amplitude characteristics of the quantization
Fig. 8 shows the amplitude characteristics obtained for
ϕ0=0° on the integer and half-integral signal frequency.

Fig. 6. Amplitude spectrum of a sinusoid with L=8 quantization levels of both
DFT and FFT basis functions

We see a generally weak, but noticeable difference in the
peak amplitude of the DFT and FFT spectra from each other,
which already indicates the impact of quantization on the
metrological properties of fast computational algorithms.
B. Frequency characteristics of the quantization
Fig. 7 shows the frequency characteristics plotted in the
absence of leakage and when it has the maximum effect.
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Fig. 8. The amplitude of the integer and half-integer frequency sine wave
depending on the number of quantization levels of signal and basis functions
of DFT and FFT
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It is evident that the behavior of curves in all the three
quantization modes depends strongly on the leakage effect.
Closer to each other are results given by quantization of signal
and DFT basis functions. However, the quantization of the
FFT basis functions increases the existing error of the
amplitude a.
D. Phase characteristics of the quantization
Fig. 9 shows the results of measuring the zero initial phase
ϕ0=0 of a harmonic signal obtained in the absence of leakage
and when it has the maximum effect.

as compared to the direct calculation method. Therefore, FFT
and other fast algorithms of digital signal processing,
implemented in microelectronic devices with a small number
of memory cells’ bits, should undergo metrological
certification as a means of measuring the parameters of
processes.
In those DSP areas where spectral analysis methods can be
applied, processing a large amounts of data from many
sources (sensors) of data acquisition (aviation engines stand
testing, meteorology, monitoring of environment and
engineering facilities of great length: railways, oil and gas
pipelines, etc.) can be carried out with multiple data
contraction by selecting a small number of quantization levels
for the signals. This justifies demand for designing, producing
and purchasing electronic and computing devices with a small
number of bits of data provided.
The proposed method of investigating the effects of
quantization and clipping can be used in various fields of
digital signal processing and related disciplines (wavelet
analysis, sequential analysis, etc.).
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Performance Evaluation of AGLETS and
JADE Mobile Agent Using Encryption and
Decryption Time
Dada E. G., Joseph S. B., and M. K. Mishra

Abstract — The mobile agent approach is a relatively new
concept in the distributed systems environment. The agents
migrate from Client to server in a network where the state of
the running program is saved, transported to the new host,
and are stored, allowing the program to continue from the
point where it stopped. In this paper, we evaluate the
performance of the JADE and Aglet mobile agents. We
developed a simulation program to evaluate the performance
of the two mobile agents using the Encryption time,
Decryption time and file transfer time. Our findings revealed
that there is no significant difference between the
performances of these two mobile agents using the parameters
mentioned before.
Index Terms — Aglets, Decryption, Encryption, JADE,
Mobile Agent.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

OBILE agents are autonomous programs that move
about the network on behalf of their owners while
searching for information or even negotiating with other
agents. Mobile agents can also be defined as those agents
that possess the characteristics of mobility. This means that
the agents have the ability to migrate from one host
computer to another. This may seem like a trivial
characteristic, but the advantages to mobility are both subtle
and important. Mobile agents are also known as programs
that are able to migrate in a network in order to optimize
their consumption of resources, such as network bandwidth,
or to adapt to a changing environment.
A mobile agent migrates from one Host to another Host
where the data is sourced. This agent could be a control
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system (in the simplest case, a thermostat), that reads the
source data and then interacts with the system to make
adjustments. In this model, the mobile agent interacts with
the data collection agent at the source. Moreover, the agent
could collect and filter data, and then return to the original
host. This type of agent could be useful in situations where
full-time connections are not always practically possible
(such as satellites in low-earth orbit).
The advent of mobile agents’ technology attracts a lot of
interest from the fields of distributed systems, information
retrieval, electronic commerce and artificial intelligence.
The emergence of Java, with its support for mobile code,
led to heightened research activity in this area. Java is the
language of choice for mobile agent systems such as
Concordia, JADE, Odyssey, Aglets, Tracy and Voyager.
Java also supports development of mobile agents that are
tightly integrated with the Web [1].
Mobile agents have been used in a variety of applications
including process control and network monitoring. Network
monitoring is an ideal application for mobile agents. An
agent is provided details of data collection, and then
disbursed into a network. The agent collects data, and either
communicates the data back to a central server, or migrates
back to itself with its data. Process control is another
interesting application. Instead of purely collecting data
from remote servers, the agents must also monitor and
control the devices to which they’re attached. Prior to
migrating, the agents can be configured for their particular
destination. From this perspective, mobile agents are an
interesting deployment method for distributed systems.
II. MOBILE AGENT ARCHITECTURE
The mobile agent architectural pattern introduces the
ability for agents to migrate themselves between hosts. The
agent architecture includes the mobility element, which
allows an agent to migrate from one host to another. An
agent can migrate to any host that implements the mobile
framework. The mobile agent framework provides a
protocol that permits communication between hosts for
agent migration. This framework also requires some kind of
authentication and security, to avoid a mobile agent
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and a new method of communication amongst network
nodes. Despite a number of successful mobile agent
applications, still there are some barriers preventing this
technology from spreading out to a wider range of
enterprise and individual users. This is due to many reasons
such as, lack of standard in both software and hardware
products (e.g. programming languages, protocols and
devices). To overcome this, a number of initiatives are
underway which may help developers in building their
applications based on mobile agent technology as in [3].
Researchers and the developers also find it difficult to
define the real concept of mobile agent technology and the
tasks that Mobile Agent should
perform is another contributing
problem. Furthermore, the current
Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent
infrastructure is not ready to support
and integrate with mobile agent
technology. Another major concern
Agent
Agent
made by researchers is the security
issue, for example, when using MAs
Agent Migration
whether in E-commerce or MProtocol
Mobile Agent
Mobile Agent
commerce fields, to act on behalf of
Framework
Framework
their users to handle transactions over
the net.
Sensors
Actuators
Sensors
Actuators
Other unresolved issues include
privacy, trust and integrity. Privacy is
Environment
Environment
lost since the agent must have access
Fig. 1. The mobile agent framework supports agent mobility [5]
to the user profile, which may contain
sensitive information about the user,
and
may
be
shared
with other agents in the working
A. Technical Obstacles in the Development of Mobile
environment.
In
addition,
this information may be modified
Agents
during the transaction (by a hacker for example).
The Mobile agent paradigm is a promising technology

framework from becoming a conduit for viruses. Also
implicit in the mobile agent framework is a means for
discovery. For example, which hosts are available for
migration, and what services do they provide?
Communication is also implicit, as agents can communicate
with one another on a host, or across hosts in preparation
for migration. The mobile agent architecture is
advantageous as it supports the development of intelligent
distributed systems that is dynamic, and whose
configuration and loading is defined by the agents
themselves (see Figure 1).

TABLE I
TECHNICAL IMPLICATIONS OF MOBILE AGENTS

Technical Issue

Bandwidth

Fault-tolerance
Flexibility
Interaction
Protocols
Scalability
Self-contained tasks

Weak coverage
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Implication for Mobile Agents
MAs conserve bandwidth, especially for networks which have low bandwidth capacity (e.g. wireless network). By
replacing continuous communication with an agent directly at the point of information generation, the bandwidth
use can be reduced. Instead of sending dozens or even hundreds of queries across the network, sending one agent
on a single request the agent can manage this process locally at the remote side.
MAs can act or respond on errors that may be encountered within their contexts because of their adaptive and
ragged attributes.
MAs can give greater flexibility, because new tasks and codes can be added to the system without the need for a
fixed code-base.
Mobile agents enable new types of interaction, such as negotiating agents that travel to vendors’ sites/servers
seeking for the best deal such as comparing prices (e.g. e-commerce application).
MAs are able to move (relocate itself) to remote hosts in order to establish "channels" based on proprietary
protocols.
MAs can carry out their function well (without disruption) when the host system or environment changes in size or
volume in order to meet a new user’s need.
MAs can carry out tasks which require variable degrees of independence such as, network management, software
updates, etc.

MAs fit perfectly into a disconnected environment where the signal coverage is frequently lost
(being disconnected); MAs will then migrate from one node to another when the coverage becomes
available.
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These issues are trivial but it has to be considered in the
mobile agent applications. In other words, MAs need to be
protected against hosts, and hosts need to be protected
against MAs. In summary, the Table I briefly explains the
implications of using MAs for 8 identified significant
technical issues.
B. JADE

J2SE and J2ME environment. In theory, application
developers could decide the Java run-time environment at
deploy-time.
Easy to use: The complexity of the middleware is hidden
behind a simple and intuitive set of APIs.
Pay-as-you-go philosophy: Programmers do not need to
use all the features provided by the middleware. Features
that are not used do not require programmers to know
anything about them; neither do they add any computational
overhead.
Architectural Model: JADE includes both the libraries
(i.e. the Java classes) required to develop application agents
and the run-time environment that provides the basic
services and that must be active on the device before agents
can be executed. Each instance of the JADE run-time is
called container (since it “contains” agents). The set of all
containers is called platform and provides a homogeneous
layer that hides to agents (and to application developers
also) the complexity and the diversity of the underlying
tires (hardware, operating systems, types of network, JVM).
As seen in Figure 2, JADE is compatible with the J2ME

Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE) is a
software framework originally developed by TILAB, Italy
and it is totally written in Java. It is an enabling technology,
a middleware for the development and run-time execution
of peer-to-peer applications which are based on the agents’
paradigm. It also simplifies the implementation of multiagent systems through a middleware that complies with the
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA)
specifications. The agent platform can be distributed across
machines (which not even need to share the same OS) and
the configuration can be controlled via a remote GUI. The
configuration can be even changed at run-time by moving
agents from one machine to another one, as and when
required.
The conceptual model of JADE
dwells mainly on distributed system
topology
with
peer-to-peer
networking, and software component
architecture with agent paradigm. The
network topology affects how the
various components are linked
together, whereas the component
architecture specifies what the
components are supposed to expect
from one another. The intelligence,
initiative, information, resources and
control are fully distributed on mobile
Fig. 2. JADE architectural model (Source: Bellifemine F., JADE a White Paper, Exp Journal)
terminals as well as on computers in
the fixed network. Agents otherwise
CLDC/MIDP1.0 environment. It has already been tested on
called “peer” evolve dynamically in JADE, appearing and the fields over the GPRS network with different mobile
disappearing in the system according to the needs and the terminals among which include Nokia 3650, Motorola
requirements
of
the
application
environment. Accompli008, Siemens SX45, PalmVx, Compaq iPaq,
Communication between the peers, regardless of whether Psion5MX, HP Jornada 560. The JADE run-time memory
they are running in the wireless or wired network, is footprint, in a MIDP1.0 environment, is around 100 KB,
completely symmetric with each peer being able to play but can be further reduced until 50 KB using the ROMizing
both the initiator and the responder role.
technique i.e. compiling JADE together with the JVM.
The development of JADE according to [4] is based on JADE is extremely versatile and therefore, not only does it
the following driving principles:
fit the constraints of environments with limited resources,
Interoperability: JADE is compliant with the FIPA but it has already been integrated into complex architectures
specifications. As a consequence, JADE agents can such as .NET or J2EE where JADE becomes a service to
interoperate with other agents, provided that they comply execute multi-party proactive applications. The limited
with the same standard.
memory footprint allows installing JADE on all mobile
Uniformity and portability: JADE provides a phones provided that they are Java-enabled.
homogeneous set of APIs that are independent from the
underlying network and Java version. More in details, the
JADE run-time provides the same APIs both for the J2EE,
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C. Aglets
Aglet is a mobile Java object that visits aglet enabled
hosts in a computer network. It is autonomous, since it runs
in its own thread of execution after arriving at a host, and
reactive, because of its ability to respond to incoming
messages [2]. Aglet agent framework was designed by IBM
Tokyo in the 1990s. Aglets is based on the Java
programming language, as it is well suited for a mobile
agents framework. First, the applications are portable to any
system (both homogeneous and heterogeneous) that is
capable of running a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Second,
a JVM is an ideal platform for migration services. Java
supports serialization, which is the aggregation of a Java
application’s program and data into a single object that is
restartable. In this case, the Java application is restarted on a
new JVM. Java also provides a secure environment
(sandbox) to ensure that a mobile agent framework doesn’t
become a virus distribution system [5].
The Aglets framework is shown in Figure 3.

necessary characteristics for a mobile agent framework,
including mobility, communication, security, and
confidentiality. Aglets provide weak migration, in that the
agents can only migrate at arbitrary points within the code
(such as with the dispatch method).
III. DISCUSSION
We developed an application for the implementation of
two mobile agent systems on win32 platform that is,
windows XP SP2. Five dummy files whose size ranges
from 500kb to 1mb were created on the client system. The
results of the comparison encryption and decryption time
between Aglets and JADE can be view from the server. The
time is measured in milliseconds while the size of the files
is measured in bytes. From the experiments performed, it
was observed that there is difference in encryption and
decryption time between Aglets and JADE with the latter
giving a better performance than Aglets in all test cases.
The time difference was not much, it was also observed that
the time taken to encrypt, decrypt and transfer files
increases as the file sizes increases.

Agent

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Agent

Agent

Agent API
Agent
Runtime
Environment

Mobility
Protocol

Java Virtual Machine

Sensors

Actuators
Environment

Fig. 3. Aglets mobile agent architecture [5]

At the bottom of the framework is the JVM (the virtual
machine that interprets the Java bytecodes). The agent
runtime environment and mobility protocol are next. The
mobility protocol, called Aglet Transport Protocol (or
ATP), provides the means to serialize agents and then
transport them to a host previously defined by the agent.
The agent API is at the top of the stack, which in usual Java
fashion provides a number of API classes that focus on
agent operation. Finally, there are the various agents that
operate on the framework. The agent API and runtime
environment provide a number of services that are central to
a mobile agent framework. Some of the more important
functions are agent management, communication, and
security. Agents must be able to register themselves on a
given host to enable communication from outside agents. In
order to support communication, security features must be
implemented to ensure that the agent has the authority to
execute on the framework. Aglets provides a number of
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The Table II is a comparison between the encryption time
of each file from 500kb – 1mb for JADE and Aglets (see
Figure 4).
TABLE II
ENCRYPTION TIME COMPARISON BETWEEN JADE AND
AGELETS

Size (kb)
500
600
700
800
900
1000

Encryption Time (ms)
JADE
Aglet
760
765
1681
1686
1700
1705
1761
1766
1971
1977
2052
2058

Fig. 4. Graph showing encryption time comparison between JADE and Aglets

The Table III is a comparison between the decryption
time of each file from 500kb – 1mb for JADE and Aglets
(see Figure 5).
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The Table IV shows the comparison of JADE and Aglet
in terms of the time it takes to send files from one computer
system to another one (see Figure 6).
It was observed from the Table IV that the rate at which
JADE transfers the encrypted files is to some extent faster
than that of Aglets.
TABLE III
DECRYPTION TIME COMPARISON BETWEEN JADE AND AGELETS

Size (kb)
500
600
700
800
900
1000

Decryption Time (ms)
JADE
Aglet
302
300
455
451
510
504
612
1766
667
661
730
731

Fig. 6. Graph showing file transmission time comparison between JADE and Aglets

V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Graph showing decryption time comparison between JADE and Aglets

TABLE IV
FILE TRANSMISSION TIME COMPARISON BETWEEN JADE
AND AGELETS

Size (kb)
500
600
700
800
900
1000
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Time taken to send files from one system
to another (ms)
JADE
Aglet
169,337,778,715
169,337,778,713
169,337,778,775
169,337,778,773
169,337,779,790
169,337,779,788
169,337,780,037
169,337,780,034
169,337,780,318
169,337,780,315
169,337,780,500
169,337,780,497

The results obtained showed that there is only some
slight difference in performance between JADE and
Aglet in terms of Encryption time, Decryption time
and file transfer. The little differences could be due to
the fact that all information exchanged by JADE
complies with FIPA specification and hence include
only the information required by the transport layer
unlike Aglet that exchanges all data. Another factor is
that JADE support skeletons that are implemented as
abstract classes that relief the programmer the burden
of solving synchronization, timeouts and other
challenges. Also JADE uses the asynchronous method
of messaging, which puts the Agent Communication
Language (ACL) into consideration and supports multiple
agent execution and interaction. This makes it more
preferred in multi agent distributed environments. Aglets
use API for transfer of agent and RMI for exchange of
messages which is not in line with FIPA regulations that
JADE is using. Our future work will focus on using
memory utilization and fault tolerance to test the
performance of mobile agents across different platform.
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Abstract - The application of Single Input Change (SIC)
pairs of test patterns is very efficient for sequential, i.e. stuckopen and delay fault testing. In this paper a novel
implementation for the application of SIC pairs is presented.
The presented generator is optimal in time, in the sense that it
generates the n-bit SIC pairs in time n×2n, i.e. equal to the
theoretical minimum. Comparisons with the schemes that have
been proposed in the open literature which generate SIC pairs
in optimal time reveal that the proposed scheme requires less
hardware overhead
Keywords - Built-In Self Test, Two-Pattern Testing, Delay
Fault Testing, Stuck-Open Testing

I. INTRODUCTION
HILE every VLSI design project has its own unique
set of goals, there is a fundamental need for
reliability in the finished product. Built-In Self Test
(BIST) [1] constitutes an attractive and practical solution.
Advantages of BIST include the possibility of performing
at-speed testing, very high fault coverage, elimination of
test generation effort and less reliance on expensive
external testing equipment for applying and monitoring test
patterns. Therefore BIST reduces the cost of testing. With
the increasing complexity of today's VLSI devices (with
millions of gates) BIST schemes for embedded modules are
increasingly becoming a necessity.
Despite of the fact that exhaustive single-pattern testing
provides for 100% fault coverage of detectable single and
multiple stuck-at faults without the need for fault simulation
or deterministic test pattern generation, it is widely known
that a large class of physical defects can not be modeled as
stuck-at faults. For example, a transistor stuck-open fault in
a CMOS circuit can convert a combinational Circuit Under
Test (CUT) into a sequential one [2] while a delay fault
(although it does not affect the steady-state operation) may
cause circuit malfunction at clock speed [3]. Detection of
such faults requires two-pattern tests.
In the literature, two largely known types of two-pattern
tests have been investigated, Multiple Input Change (MIC)
and Single Input Change (SIC) pairs. SIC pairs are pairs of
patterns in which the first pattern differs from the second
one in exactly one bit. The utilization of SIC pairs for the
detection of stuck-open and delay faults holds some very
interesting properties and has been studied by a number of
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researchers both theoretically [11] and experimentally [29],
[31]-[38]. In the theoretical field, Smith [11] proved that
SIC tests are sufficient to detect all robustly detectable path
delay faults. In the experimental field, Wang and Gupta [6]
proved that SIC pairs provide higher pseudorandom robust
path delay fault coverage than MIC pairs. In other words, if
a certain number of pairs is applied to the inputs of a Circuit
Under Test (CUT), if the pairs are SIC, the achieved fault
coverage will be higher than the case in which the pairs are
MIC. Gizdarski [40] utilized SIC sequences in order to test
delay faults in the address decoders of RAM memories. The
above-referenced results, as well as a number of related
works [31-38] indicate that the utilization of SIC pairs for
testing delay and stuck-open faults compares favorably to
the utilization of MIC pairs, since it results in higher fault
coverage with fewer test vectors.
In this paper a novel technique is presented for the
generation of SIC pairs of patterns. The number of cycles
required to generate the SIC pairs is n×2n, i.e. equal to the
theoretical minimum. Comparisons with schemes proposed
previously for the application of SIC pairs in optimal time
indicate that the proposed scheme requires less hardware
overhead.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the
proposed scheme is introduced. In Section III the hardware
implementation is presented. In Section IV the techniques
presented in the literature for the generation of SIC pairs in
optimal time are compared. Finally, in Section V we
conclude the paper.
II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Definition 1. We define by Gn = (gn-1,gn-2,…,…,g1,
g0)
the 2n-row by n column matrix that is the output of a
binary-reflected gray code.
For example, for n=3, G3 = (g2, g1, g0) is the 8-row 3
column matrix presented in the sequel.
000
001
011
010
110
111
101
100
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reaches 2n-1, the k-stage counter increases to 1. Hence, the
outputs of the n-stage counter are shifted one position to the
right by the barrel shifter, the output of the OR gate is 1 and
the decoder output is 00…01. Therefore, the sequence G1 =
(g0’ gn-1 gn-2 … g2 g1’) is generated. When this completes,
the k-stage counter is increased again, the shifter shifts the
outputs of the gray counter two positions to the right, the
output of the OR gate becomes 1 again and the decoder
output becomes 00…010; therefore, the sequence G2 = (g1
g0’ gn-1 gn-2 … g2’) is generated and so on.

Definition 2: We define by Gi = Ti(G), 1≤i<n the 2n-row
by n column matrix that is generated from G by cyclically
shifting the columns one position to the right and inverting
the high- and low-order columns.
For example, for G= (g2, g1, g0), G1 = T1(G) = (g0’, g2,
g1’), G2 = T2(G) = T1(T1(G)) = (g1, g0’, g2’) and G3 = T3(G)
= T1(T2(G)) = T1(T1(T1(G))) = (g2 g1 g0) = G . In the
following table, we present the matrices G, G1 and G2 for
n=3.

Gray counter

G2 = T2(G) =
(g1 g0’ g2’)
011
001
101
111
110
100
000
010

Counter
C[n-1] C[n-2] C[n-3]

k-stage counter

G1 = T1 (G) =
(g0’ g2 g1’)
101
001
000
100
110
010
011
111

G[2] G[1]

G[0]

c’[0]
0

g2
g1 g0
g0’ g2 g1’
g1
g0’ g2’

N

0

S[2] S[1]

S[0]

D[0] 0

c’[0]
D[0]

D[n-2]
D[n-1]

c’[0]

In order to exemplify the operation of the proposed
generator, in Figure 2 we present the operation for the case
n=3. During the first phase, Figure 2 (a), the G3 = (g2 g1 g0)
sequence is applied to the A[2:0] outputs. During the
second phase, Figure 2 (b), the sequence G31 = (g0’ g2 g1’)
is applied to the A[2:0] outputs; finally, during the third
phase, the sequence G32 = (g1, g0’ g2’) is applied.

1

C[0]

G[2] G[1]

G[0]

1

S[2] S[1]

0

0

A[2] A[1] A[0]

C[2] C[1]

C[0]

G[2] G[1]

G[0]

1
S[0]

D[0] 1
0

g2
g1
g0
g0’ g2
g1’
g1
g0’ g2’

counter

C[2] C[1]

shifter
N

A[1] A[0]

Fig. 1. The proposed generator

0

D[2]

a

c’[1]

S[1] S[0]

A[n-1] A[n-2] A[n-3]

0

shifter

counter

counter

c’[1]

S[n-1] S[n-2] S[n-3]

counter
C[0]

G[1] G[0]

Shifter

k=⎡log2n⎤

counter
C[2] C[1]

C[1] C[0]

En

It is trivial to show that for any value of n, Gnn = Tn(Gn) =
Gn.
Hayes [41] proposed a procedure to construct all SIC
pairs within n×2n cycles by applying the n sequences Gn,
Gn1, Gn2, … Gnn-1, and presented an intuitive proof for the
correctness of the construction. The proposed generator for
the generation of the SIC pairs in optimal time is presented
in Figure 1.
The module depicted in Figure 1 comprises an n-stage
gray counter (an n-stage counter and n-1 2-input XOR
gates), an n-stage barrel shifter, a k-stage counter, a k-input
OR gate, a k-to-n decoder with enable and a series of 2input XOR gates. It operates as follows. Initially, both
counters are reset to 0. The n-stage counter starts
increasing, hence the sequence Gn is generates at the A[n1:0] outputs of the generator. When the n-stage counter

0

G[n-1] G[n-2] G[n-3]

c’[k-1]
c’[k-2]

counter

G=
(g2 g1 g0)
000
001
011
010
110
111
101
100

c’[1]
c’[0]
0

shifter
N

1

S[2] S[1]

S[0]

D[0] 0
1
0

D[2]

A[2] A[1]A[0]

b

g2
g1
g0
g0’ g2
g1’
g1
g0’ g2’

D[2]

A[2] A[1] A[0]

c

Fig. 2. Operation of the proposed generator for n=3
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III. CALCULATION OF THE HARDWARE OVERHEAD OF THE
PROPOSED SCHEME

In the application of the proposed scheme,
implementing the Gray generator requires an n-bit counter
accompanying (n-1) XOR gates; also, the n-bit barrel
shifter is required (n×log2n flip flops) the k-stage counter
(k=log2n), the k-to-n decoder with enable, a k-input OR
gate, and (n+1) additional XOR gates are required. To
calculate the hardware overhead of the k-to-n decoder, we
follow a reasoning similar to that used in [27].
A k-to-K decoder can be implemented as follows. Let
k

k

k1=⎣ 2 ⎦ and k2=⎡ 2 ⎤. Then k1+k2=k. A k-to-K decoder
(K=2k) with enable input can be implemented using two
subdecoders with enable (k1-to-K1) and (k2-to-K2) and K 2input NOR gates. The first k1-to-K1 subdecoder is denoted
by Da; its inputs are denoted by da0 to dak1-1 and its outputs
are denoted by Da0 to DaK1-1; the second subdecoder is
denoted by Db; its inputs are denoted by db0 to dbK2-1; its
outputs are denoted by Db0 to DbK2-1. All outputs of the two
subdecoders are inverted using K1+K2 inverters. Each one
of the K gates takes two inputs: the first is an output of the
first decoder; the second is an output of the second
decoder as follows. D0= Da 0 + Db 0 ; D1= Da 0 + Db1 , ...,
DK-1= DaK 1−1 + DbK 2 −1 . For example, in Figure 3 we present
a 3-to-8 decoder using the above-mentioned procedure.
For the proposed scheme, only n out of 2k outputs are
implemented (n≤2k). In Table I the Hardware Overhead (in
transistors) for various values of n, the inputs of the CUT
is presented.
c’[1:0]
00

01

10

00

TABLE I
Patterns generated by the module in Figure 1
C[2:0]
G[2:0]
S[2:0]
N
D[0:2]
000
000
000
0
000
001
001
001
010
011
011
011
010
010
100
110
110
101
111
111
110
101
101
111
100
100
000
000
000
1
100
001
001
100
010
011
101
011
010
001
100
110
011
101
111
111
110
101
110
111
100
010
000
000
000
1
010
001
001
010
010
011
110
011
010
100
100
110
101
101
111
111
110
101
011
111
100
001
000
000
000
0
000

A[2:0]
000
001
011
010
110
111
101
100
101
001
000
100
110
010
011
111
011
001
101
111
110
100
000
010
000

In Table I, in the first column we present the value of n
and in the second column the value of k=log2n; in the
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third and fourth columns we present the k1 and k2 values
such that k1+k2=k; in the seventh and eighth columns the
hardware overhead of the two sub-decoders is presented;
in the ninth column the overhead of the n 2-input gates is
presented. In the tenth column, the hardware overhead of
the decoder for each value of n is presented. This value
will be considered for the calculation of the hardware
overhead of the proposed scheme. For the calculations, an
m-input NAND/NOR gate is considered to have 2m
transistors and an m-input AND 2m+2 transistors [23]. The
hardware overheads of the 2x4, 3x8 and 4x16 decoders are
26, 66, and 116 transistors respectively.
Da0
da0
enable
db0
db1

Da1

Db0
Db1
Db2
Db3

D0

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

Fig. 3. Implementation of 3-to-8 decoder utilizing smaller decoders and 2input gates
TABLE II
Calculation of k-to-n decoder (n≤2k) with enable hardware overhead (in
transistors)
n
Dec1
Dec2
2Dec
n
k
Dec1
Dec2
H/W
H/W
input
H/W
gates
12
4
2x4
2x4
48
100
26
16
64
116
20
5
3x8
80
172
24
96
188
28
112
204
26
32
128
220
36
6
3x8
144
276
40
160
292
44
176
308
48
192
324
52
208
340
56
224
356
60
240
372
64
66
256
388
68
7
4x16
272
404
72
288
470
76
304
486
80
320
502
84
336
518
88
352
534
92
368
550
96
384
566
100
400
582
104
416
598
108
432
614
112
448
630
116
464
646
120
480
662
124
496
678
128
66
116
512
694
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IV. COMPARISONS
In this section, the proposed scheme will be compared
with the techniques proposed hitherto for the generation of
SIC pairs in optimal time, i.e. in exactly n×2n clock cycles
[5], [37], [40] in terms of the required hardware overhead.
In PEAT [5], an n-stage NFSR, an n-stage shift register
and an n-stage shift register with flip capability are utilized
to generate the SIC pairs within (n+1)×2n clock cycles. To
implement the technique, the NFSR and n scan flip-flops
with flip capability are implemented. Furthermore, the n
flip-flops of the existing register are substituted by scan
flip-flops.
In [37], Das et al presented an optimal solution to the
problem of generating SIC pairs, in the sense that the pairs
are generated within time equal to the theoretical
minimum, i.e. n×2n+1. However, the hardware overhead of
[37] is rather high, thus the value of the scheme lies mainly
on its high theoretical significance. The hardware
overhead of the scheme is, according to [37], 3n+2 flip
flops, n XOR gates (2-input), (2n-1) OR gates (2-input),
n+1 AND gates (2-input) and 1 NOT gate.
Gizdarksi [40] utilized the algorithm proposed by Hayes
in order to generate the SIC pairs to the inputs of the
address decoder of a RAM. Gizdarski utilized two
sequences, called TS1 and TS2 in [40]; TS2 is utilized in
order to detect additional faults in the address decoder (and
its generation is more complicated and hardware
intensive). Hence the generator for the TS1 sequence is
considered for our comparisons. The required hardware
includes control logic, an n-bit binary counter, an n-bit
register, n 2-input gates, and n×log2n 2-to-1 multiplexers
in a barrel shifter. Since no information is provided in [40]

for the control logic, we shall not take it into account in
our comparisons.
For the comparisons, the following are taken into
account [23]. A 2-input NAND/NOR gate requires 4
transistors; a 2-input AND requires 6 transistors and a 2input XOR gate can be implemented by 4 CMOS
transistors [42]. The memory elements used are considered
to have set/reset capability. Thereby, the flip-flop requires
26 transistors, the scan flip-flop requires 34 transistors and
the scan flip-flop with flip capability [5] requires 46
transistors.
In Table III we present, for each one of the optimal SIC
pair generation techniques (first column) the formulas used
for the calculation of the hardware overhead (second
column) and the hardware overhead (in transistors, third
column). In Figure 4 we present, for various values of n,
the ratio of the hardware overhead (in transistors) over n,
the number of CUT inputs. From Figure 4 it can be
concluded that the proposed scheme presents the least
hardware overhead of the schemes that have been
proposed in the open literature.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel generator for Single Input Change
two-pattern tests has been presented. The number of cycles
required to generate the SIC pairs is n×2n, i.e. equal to the
optimal (minimum) time required. Comparisons with the
techniques that have been proposed in the literature for the
generation of SIC pairs in optimal time revealed that the
proposed scheme requires less hardware overhead.

TABLE III
Optimal-time SIC pair generation techniques: Comparison
Hardware Overhead
Technique

Modules

Transistors

Peat [5]

n×(DFF+NOR)+n×DFFscanwithflip+ n×DFFscan

110×n

Gizdarski [40]

Control + n×DFF + n×DFF + n×AND2 + n×log2n×MUX21

n×(58+log2n)

DAS [37]

(2n+2)×DFF + n×XOR + (2n-1)×OR2 + (n+1)×AND2 + NOT

84×n+40

Proposed

n×DFF + (n-1)×XOR + log2n×DFF + n×log2n ×MUX21 + log2n-to-n
Dec + (n+1)×XOR + log2n-input OR

n×(38+6×log2n)+20×log2n
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Fig. 4. Optimal time SIC pair generation schemes: Comparison
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Component Architecture with Runtime Type
Definition
E. M. Grinkrug, A. R. Shakurov

Abstract — The component-based approach to software
design and development is being focused on. By analyzing the
main ideas of this approach, their currently existing
implementations, their limitations and promising lines of
development we suggest a new component architecture which
extends capabilities of existing component technologies. The
main principles for building such architecture are described.
Index Terms — Runtime environment, software
architecture, software engineering, software reusability

I

I. INTRODUCTION

N the field of software development, the idea of code
reuse has always been of utmost importance [6],
reducing costs, minimizing errors, making the code
maintainable. The first examples are program libraries,
design patterns [4] and application frameworks. Objectoriented and generic programming [3] also contains this
idea at its core.
But the most promising manifestation of the idea of code
reuse is probably the component-based software
engineering [7]. The term “component” is usually used to
refer to a program entity that holds data and implements
some functionality, which are hidden by a well-defined
interface (cf. [8], [9]). A more formal definition is given at
sec. IV.
The concept of interface varies from one technology to
another. It may be a number of “properties” (or attributes,
members etc.) [11] or an independent indivisible entity [1].
There’re another options. Below an approach that we
consider optimal is presented and justified.
Combining components into a working system is usually
though of as a relatively simple procedure (e.g. [2]). The
structure of the system, however, is manipulated differently
in different technologies. Our goal here is to find the
optimal way of organizing component interaction,
introducing a good balance between flexibility and ease of
use.

II. LIMITATIONS OF COMPONENT MODELS
Despite the advantages of the component approach its
current implementations have a number of substantial
limitations. The core difficulty here is to introduce a
component that provides a necessary functionality but
doesn’t exceed it, bloating the system under development.
One way to strike such compromise is to separate the
designtime work with a component from its runtime use.
The need for such distinction is realized and implemented
to some extent (see [11] e.g.), but we believe more can be
done here.
For example, let us suppose we’re designing a GUI
application and we want to change a text on a button (that
already has its functionality somehow connected to the
application). The change is considered to be permanent: the
text won’t be changed during the runtime. The procedure is
quite obvious (one has only to set the needed value to the
corresponding property of the button), but its
implementations in various frameworks share a common
flaw: the variable property is left variable for the lifetime of
the component. Although it’s known for a fact the label is a
subject to change only during design time (and at runtime
it’s constant), we have no means of expressing that.
This problem can be treated in a different way.
Difficulties in deep adjustment of a component to the
context of its use (the design/runtime opposition is just an
example) are rooted in the fact that essentially we’re
dealing with the need of defining a new type of data. And
since any activities concerning a component implying the
use of its functionality and therefore its execution, the
process of defining a new type must take place at runtime
(and without recompiling a program).
There are several bypass routes such as source code,
bytecode or binary code generation, runtime compiler calls
etc. This routes, however aren’t always an option (in
embedded systems, for example, the compiler is usually
unavailable). That’s why a system capable of building new
types from user-configured components without stepping
over the bounds of its component model is of great interest.
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III. DATA ORGANIZATION AND CONTROL FLOW
MANAGEMENT

Let us concisely consider the main aspects of existing
object-oriented programming languages and component
technologies. Analysis of their advantages and limitations
has defined the main features of the suggested component
model described in the next section.
A comprehensive consideration of specific languages and
technologies, however, is beyond the scope of this work
(see [10] for such review). We base on a generalized objectoriented concept, engaging other technologies when it’s
necessary since the requirement of runtime data type
definition leads to a component technology to which
designtime and runtime aren’t clearly distinguished.
Any development and execution environment can be
looked at from the two points of view, viz. the principles
and mechanisms of data organization and control flow
management. From the first point of view, one of the
greatest strengths of the object-oriented paradigm is the
hierarchical data organization. It’s a well-tried remedy for
handling a growing complexity of software systems, so the
suggested component model is made to be capable of
combining components into interacting groups, constituting
new components (strictly speaking, combined into groups
are types of components, and only then composite
components are created, see sec. IV).
From the managing control flow point of view, objectoriented approach provides us with methods. We believe
the concept of method to be too flexible and complex,
which overcomplicates the structure of the programs using
it. A method may have a return value, or it may return
nothing. The return value itself may be a reference to some
internal class member, or it may be a defensive copy. A
method is allowed to have an arbitrary number of
parameters of arbitrary types. This list can be continued
(consider overloading and overriding, for example). The
concept of method is not specific enough to allow the
desired formalization of object interaction.
The concept of property presented by some frameworks
(C#, JavaBeans) is more apposite. It combines features of
both object field (well-defined type and a fixed set of
operations: reading, writing) and method (behind access
operations a programmer-defined functionality can be
hidden). The property-based component interaction model
is simple and formal because of the limited number of
characteristics of the “property” concept. However,
properties (the way they are implemented in C#, for
example) can’t compete with methods in capabilities. If a
property can only be accessed for read/write operations it’s
impossible to efficiently implement well-known callback
mechanism. An operation of binding is needed (see below).
Following the two key principles we’ve pointed out
(hierarchical organization of components and propertybased interaction) is, in our view, necessary to create a
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viable component model. Along with the runtime type
definition requirement, these principles form the basis of
the suggested solution, which we will now describe.

IV. MODEL
Let us describe the component model that will allow one
to keep the strengths on the existing technologies and
models, while eliminating the drawbacks mentioned above.
A. Component
The main idea of component-based software
development is the distinction between an interface and an
implementation, which lets one to implement and use a
component separately. By component we mean a “black
box”, i.e. data and functionality hidden behind an interface.
Therefore component is described by its interface,
implementation and state (data incorporated in it and
changed during its lifetime).
The interface of the component is described by the set of
its properties (named attributes with a given value type and
access permissions). The implementation defines a
behavior of the component and is different for primitive,
composite and compiled components
Interface
The unit cell of the interface part of the component is its
property, an entity with a specified type that represents
some aspect or attribute of the component. Some of the
three operations may be applicable to the property: reading,
writing and binding. The applicability is governed by the
access permissions (defined in the component type,
subsec. IV.B).
The value of the property (when it can be read) is defined
by the internal state of the component, which is changed by
the property writing operations. The operation of binding
property A to property B (A and B may be owned by
different components) allows the owner of B to receive
notifications of change of A’s value in form of the new
value being written to B.
Implementation
Sticking to the idea of hierarchical organization of
components, we distinguish three kinds of them: primitive,
composite and compiled.
Primitive components are similar to variables of
primitive types in programming languages. They hold data
of most common types (numbers, characters, text string,
logical values etc.), are indivisible from the model’s point
of view and don’t have any properties. Primitive
components are so-called value-variables, whose values are
given at initialization and are immutable. The prime
characteristic of such component is the distinction of its
identity.
Compiled components are implemented with use of off-
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site means (i.e. outside the component model). Having this
kind of components around is required to integrate thirdsparty technologies (e.g. JavaBeans). Both compiled and
primitive components are not introspected by the model.
The main differences between them are that the latter is an
immutable value-variable without properties and that the
former has a default state (i.e. it can be created without any
context, while a primitive component requires at least it’s
initial value to be given during its creation).
Composite component is a set of other components
(called supercomponent and subcomponents respectively)
interconnected by event connections and shared
properties. An event connection is created when two
properties are bound (see above) to each other. A shared
property connection implies that a subcomponent uses its
supercomponent’s property (of the same type) instead of
creating a new property of its own. The reference to the
shared property is provided to the subcomponent by the
supercomponent at initialization time (subsec. IV.B
describes the implementation of this mechanism). Since the
same property may be shared by several properties of
subcomponents, their interaction is flexibly adjustable.
This way of “projecting” interface onto its
implementation serves an apposite compromise between a
trivial (giving access to an internal variable) and a too
complex, model-breaking (writing in a programming
language) approaches to implementing properties’
functionality.
Since subcomponents are allowed to be composite
components, the hierarchy can have an arbitrary depth
(limited only by available hardware). Leafs of the tree are
primitive (and maybe compiled) components.
Let us now describe component types and mechanisms of
their creation.
B. Component type
A component type is a named entity that specifies the
way the component of this type can be built. The concept of
type is similar to that of class in object-oriented languages.
The type describes the interface, the implementation and
their interconnection for the components of this type. The
interface part is comprised of property descriptors, each
specifying a name, a type, access permissions and a default
value for the property of the future component. The
implementation part is different for primitive, compiled and
composed types (corresponding to the three kinds of
components described above). For primitive type, the
implementation is a variable holding the current value of
the component. For the compiled type, it’s the instructions
for obtaining an implementation of the component and
connecting it to the interface. To create a JavaBeans
component, for example, one has to provide the name of the
corresponding java class (the rest is done by the Java
reflection mechanism [5]).
A composite type includes a set of subcomponent
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descriptors, each specifying a type of the corresponding
subcomponent of the future component and its initial value.
This information is completed with connection
specifications. For every property of every subcomponent
it’s specified which property of the supercomponent it
shares (if sharing takes place). The list of necessary event
connections is also stored within the type.
Let us consider the component construction process.
First, references to properties are set up to point to either
preliminary created properties or the shared properties of
supercomponent accordingly to property descriptors.
Second, subcomponents are created (one for each
subcomponent descriptor) and the references to shared
properties (if any) are given to them. Third, necessary event
connections are established.
After a certain type was instantiated, the resulting
component has all the corresponding properties and
subcomponents. And all the restrictions that are being
complied with during its functioning (type and access
control etc.) are governed by the metainfo of the type.
C. Runtime type definition
Let us consider a process of defining a new type at
runtime for which the model suggests the following course
of action.
First of all, the user chooses a component from a type
library (that contains predefined primitive types along with
composite types defined earlier) and creates a type editor –
a special entity that holds functionality for defining new
types from existing ones. It receives the chosen type as its
input data and allows performing actions listed below.
Second of all, the user is allowed to configure the
resulting structure. He can change property descriptors
(names, default values and access permissions) as well as
implementation metadata: add or remove subcomponents,
event connections and shared properties. It’s important to
notice that instances of a newly defined type adjust deeply
to its requirements. For instance, changing a property from
being random-accessed to read-only switches the
underlying implementation from a variable to a constant. As
another example, making a property unbindable entirely
removes change listener-related functionality from the
component.
Finally, when the necessary modifications are done, the
newly created composite type can be added to the type
library and be used on equal terms with other types.
The type editor also allows wrapping an arbitrary
structure into a composite component. This is important at
the beginning of development process when there’re only
primitive types in the library.
The type editor thereby provides access to the internal
data of the type and allows modifying its copy in order to
be able to create modified versions of types that have
instances in the system without tracking changes in every
type and spreading them to its instances. This makes the
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implementation of the type editor relatively simple and we
won’t concentrate on the question in this work.
V. CONCLUSION
We have described the core principles of the new
component architecture that extends capabilities of existing
component models. We have tried to demonstrate their
flexibility and versatility. We believe that applications
following the architecture will be able to extend, evolve and
adapt to the changing requirements faster and more actively
than the traditional software.
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Abstract—The article aims to highlight current trends on
the market of corporate antivirus solutions. Brief overview of
modern security threats that can destroy IT environment is
provided as well as a typical structure and features of
antivirus suits for corporate users presented on the market.
The general requirements for corporate products are
determined according to the last report from avcomparatives.org [1]. The detailed analysis of new features is
provided based on an overview of products available on the
market nowadays. At the end, an enumeration of modern
trends in antivirus industry for corporate users completes this
article. Finally, the main goal of this article is to stress an
attention about new trends suggested by AV vendors in their
solutions in order to protect customers against newest security
threats.
Index Terms—Antivirus technologies, corporate security,
corporate network, malicious software, protection, threats,
trojan.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OST companies think of defeating itself against
potential security attacks, but only a few of them
really imagine a set of security threats that can danger the
company. Many of them described in corporate in security
standards thus helping the companies to organize IT
security defense system. In such context antivirus
protection plays the vital part of whole security area.
Moreover contemporary antivirus solutions become more
advanced and mature. Nowadays they include not only
antivirus engine for workstations and an administration
console, but many additional features, like antivirus for a
mail protection system, a gateway, a database of incidents
and enhanced report and logging system. Nonetheless, an
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implementation of many of such solutions is far from
solving all corporate security issues. That is why it is not
enough to install only personal antivirus products within a
corporate network, but whole corporate suite to cope with
all threats at different levels of a network. This will help to
construct a corporate secure IT environment.

II. THE RISK OF MALWARE AND INTERNET THREATS
The main risks for companies in area of information
security comprise infections by viruses, trojans, worms,
exploits and other malicious code that can reveal the
corporate secrets by stealing confidential data and be the
reason of serious data leakage. Also phishing and online
banking fraud can be a serious problem for IS managers.
Taking in consideration that corporate IT infrastructure
mainly consists of domain-joined computers it can be more
likely to encounter worms. The main propagation vectors of
worms are opened file shares, removable drives, e-mail and
IM channels. These are commonly used within companies’
networks as a corporate communication and can be a
potential threat. According to Microsoft Security
Intelligence Report [13] 4 of the top 10 malware families
detected on domain-joined computers are worms.
The most popular families are Autorun worms that can
spread through removable drives, and network worm
Kido/Kido/Conficker/Downadup which was appeared on
November 2008 and caused a global world epidemic. The
worm has struck more than 10 million computers, using
vulnerability in service "Server" (MS08-067).
The worm sent to the remote machine specially crafted
RPC-request on TCP port 445 (MICROSOFT_DS|SMB)
which caused the buffer overflow by calling wcscpy_s()
function in NetpwPathCanonicalize() (library netapi32.dll).
The given malicious program applied a wide spectrum of
methods to hide the presence in the system: files view
settings in Explorer, disabling the services, responsible for
system security. It was used several ways of distribution:
the admin shared folders, removable devices, downloading
the updates from websites, domain addresses of which were
generated by special algorithm. As a result it has received a
wide proliferation all over the Internet. The detailed
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description of the worm you can find in malware
encyclopedia [14].
III. SECURITY RISKS IN HARDWARE
A. Overview
Recently Dell Company, the leading computer system
manufacturer, announced that in its servers’ line
PowerEdge malicious program has been found embedded in
a flash memory of a motherboard [15].
Thus, the computer industry has been faced with the
threat of computers’ infection with malicious software, but
at the level of firmware. The topic of malicious inclusions
in hardware is becoming more importance due to the fact
that most of our systems on chips are fabricated in
Southeast Asia, although under the brand names of major
U.S. companies. This can be explained by reducing
production costs and increasing market competitiveness.
Another side of a coin is losing a trust during a fabricating
process. Especially, when it comes to development for
military purposes, which may result in decommissioning
weapon systems.
A model of compromised system is represented in Fig. 1.
Trojan Circuit

Interfaces

Master Bus
CPU

Bus Arbiter

Memory

Functional
Block

Fig. 1. Trojan insertion embedded in system on a chip

The trojan can be activated by a special value on Master
Bus, for instance, it can be memory address where stored
targeted data. Once trojan circuit is triggered, the payload
can be one of the following: disabling system, transmitting
interested data to third party by means of embedded
interfaces, collecting accessed information in the memory
for further utilization, rising security privileges for a current
process running in the system.
B. A Formal Model of Hardware Trojan (HT)
Let us consider a formal model of HT by introducing
several abstract concepts. Trojan (Ti) is a malicious
component that can provide an access to System (Si) in
certain moment with the appropriate condition.
The pairs (Ti, Оi) are bound by the set of specified
actions As. This set is defined according to security policy
and specification of the vendor and is a subset of the whole
set A of all possible actions for each pair.
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At the same time, pairs (Ti, Оi) can communicate by a
set of malicious actions Am. It is obvious that A = As U Am.
The purpose of security verification is identifying actions
from the set Am.
The task of malicious circuit detection is getting more
complicated when HT can take advantage of a set of
specified actions, that can gain an access to a computer
system or its component, from the set As, such as
As I Am≠ ∅ . As a result, it is needed to verify system
considering a whole set of actions A. It is a hard verification
task even for small systems on a chip because of searching
within a set of all possible input vectors.
C. Hardware Trojan Detection Task
The danger hidden in complex system on a chip
nowadays is underestimated. The trojan circuit can be easily
embedded to a system on a chip and hardly detected taking
in consideration the size of the modern digital system [18].
The formal view to the problem of malicious insertions
proves that the task of trojan detection in complex digital
system is difficult.
The solution can be found in the area of high level
testing methodology in order to cope with the complexity of
the task. Nowadays there are powerful methods that are
provided by researchers that can help in trojan detection
and analysis, such as in [19] and [20], but still there is no
mature solution that can provide universal methodology for
fables companies and governments.
IV. ASSESSING THE LOSSES OF THE COMPANY FROM
SECURITY THREATS
The breaches in corporate environment may cause
undesirable data leakage and will lead to suspending
business processes of the company. In such scenario it may
lose important customers and business partners because
company which cannot protect itself from this attacks is
faithless over the unforeseen costs like malicious programs
influence, information drain, attacks on computer networks,
etc [16].
The result is that when the number of personal computers
is growing and communication channels capacity is
increasing malware epidemic's scope and losses are
growing correspondingly. Therefore the company
management has to think about the information security.
In modern world the probability of malicious programs
get into a computer system is constantly growing. It may
cause not only short-term fault in the network, but a
complete stopping the company. Losses by malicious
programs are estimated as billions of dollars around the
world annually and continue to increase.
According to [17] the cost of the average caused by
malware attack in a corporate network can be calculated as
in:
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DELAY = (comp_num × fix_time × adjuster_hour_payment )
+ additional_expenses +
⎛ items_day × product_price × fix_time × comp_num ⎞
⎟⎟ +
+ ⎜⎜
8 × adjuster_num
⎝
⎠
⎛ salary × comp_num × fix_time ⎞
⎟⎟,
+ ⎜⎜
8 × 22 × adjuster_num
⎝
⎠

(1)

where comp_num – nmber of computers within a network;
fix_time – time in hours for fixing a fault;
adjuster_hour_payment – payment for adjusting a computer
per hour; adjuster_num – number of such specialists;
additional_expenses – additional expenses for network
repairing and buying new devices; product_price – price of
a product; items_day – number of product items per day;
salary – salary of an employee per month.
V. ANALYSIS OF CORPORATE ANTIVIRUSES
According to latest report from Av-Comparatives Lab [1]
the main players at corporate security market are Avira,
Eset, G Data, Kaspersky, Sophos, Symantec. In this article
we will overview functional diversity of existed corporate
suits and take a look to nearest future of corporate antivirus
suits which seem to become a total security solution for
corporate users.
The typical structure of corporate suite:
1) Administration console – provides useful managing
and configuration environment for administrators of
big networks.
2) Antivirus for workstation – actually the antivirus
engine with all features peculiar to workstation
antivirus. Provides centralized protection of user’s
system on a corporate network against all types of
malware, network attacks, spam.
3) Mail server antivirus – protects the mail server against
spam and malware delivered by email channels.
4) File server antivirus –protects data on servers under
Microsoft Windows operation system control against
all types of malware. Designed mostly for highperformance corporate servers.
Analyzing all products options it has been distinguished
the main features of modern corporate antivirus:
1) Easy Installation and Deployment – simple and fast
way to deploy the solution into a big corporate
network, supporting Active Directory technology.
2) Usability and Management – console provides useful
management interface with real-time monitoring and
logging features.
3) Scalability – solution works with networks of different
size from small business to enterprise scale with
thousands of computers distributed geographically
around many offices.
4) Technical Support and Updates – regularly delivers
antivirus updates and helps to solve all unforeseen
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security issues of a company with a short response
time. Also website and online services are important
points.
5) Cross-Platform Security – ability to protect systems
with different types of operational systems, such as
Linux, MacOS, mobile platforms, etc.

VI. NOWADAYS TRENDS AND SUGGESTIONS
As for future in area of corporate users’ security
protection a growing trend is including more sophisticated
administration interface that provides detailed information
about the real-time status of the network. It can be
represented as advanced graphical interface with diagrams
or even as a separate product. It can be an intelligent agent
that can handle huge amount of information from thousands
of computers and hints the administrator what to do in that
case.
For instance, Blue Medora designed a special agent for
Symantec corporate solution which results in “less
complexity, more uniform operations management, and a
significant reduction in costs due to the elimination of
redundant infrastructure and multiple platform-specific
tools” [2]. It proves the idea that there is an area for further
improvement of corporate antivirus solution even for the
outstanding vendor.
Among extensible features are the following:
1) Improved monitoring of incidents with malware.
2) Improved monitoring of the user’s intrusion into the
antivirus key processes.
3) Monitoring of failures in updates and malware
scanning tasks.
The new features to be included into the product:
1) Real-time status and availability monitor.
2) Log monitors.
3) Report and take-action system that would help
administrator to perform necessary actions to any type
of threats.
The main idea is to raise a sensitivity level of the persons
who are responsible for corporate network security and
reduce the time of reaction to the emerging danger.
Therefore, useful and exhausted data representation can
really help in struggling against malware.
Except logging and monitoring an essential part of
security solution is integrity. Modern corporate antivirus
solutions comprise not only a bunch - Antivirus,
Antispyware, Firewall, Antispam with Managing System,
but many additional features, such as Backup systems,
Password and Key Managers and Encryption Utilities to
organize safe confidential data storage.
This trend is peculiar to home solutions as well. Thus,
Kaspersky Pure for home users provides besides malware
protection also password management system to keep in
safe all family’s identities [3]. Another example, Norton
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Online Family also allows observing the kids activity on
computer [4].
As for enterprise suits, Symantec provides Protection
Suite for Endpoints where gathered encryption, confidential
data storage and others features aimed to maintain IT
security in a company [5]. One more interesting product
came from Sophos [6]. Endpoint Security and Data
Protection has Integrated DLP (Data Loss Prevention) and
Encryption tools in its package.
Also mobile and non-Windows platforms should be
supported within a corporate solution because of huge
diversity of working devices: laptops, PDAs, smart phones,
etc. Many antivirus vendors have such solutions in a
product line.
The important point to be considered is Security-as-aService. A security is not only software, but a state of a
system. It is important to have 24/7 technical support
service to solve a newest security issues, such as new
versions of malware, zero-day exploits. Often proactive
defense cannot cope with a huge variety of new malware
modification released every day by hacker’s generators.
The same way administrator cannot keep all software up-todate with new patches installed. In such context deploying
vulnerability searching system is desirable to reveal
software breaches and notify to install new updates in time.
Here the problem of support service’s quality has been
raised. It is not a secret that a high quality support service
can be granted only by the team of qualified malware
experts not by “sandbox” robots [here we can put a
reference to our research in “Sandbox Comparatives”].
Many companies provide malware analysis column on their
web sites or even separate security domains where the
descriptions of most popular threats are published, like it is
done at virusradar.com by Eset and securelist.com by
Kaspersky Lab.
Another side of the coin is an ability to remove
consequences of an infection. Not all antivirus engines
allow proper disinfection of the system or network after an
incident that already has taken a place. In that case special
removal utilities and scripts are released by analysts to help
administrators in cleaning their IT farms. There are such
services from Symantec [7] and AVZ tool from Kaspersky
Lab [8].
Phishing is becoming a serious problem for all users in
the cyber world. What antivirus vendors can suggest in
protecting corporate users against this problem except of
standard anti-phishing modules that block dangerous web
sites from black list? The interesting solutions have been
introduced within Kaspersky Internet Security 2011 – Geo
Filter and Online Banking modules. According to
information from official site: “Geo Filter provides the user
with an option to block domains related to specific
countries. Online Banking controls requests to Online
Banking services while processing confidential data” [9].
Those modules could be helpful in keeping a
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communication with financial institutions more safe which
could be essential in corporate environment.
Finally, a following to corporate security standards is
what some AV vendors do. The big companies try to
organize corporate IT security according to policies
compliant to security standards. Among them:
1) X509 – is ITU-T standard specifies formats for public
key certificates, certificate revocation lists, attribute
certificates, and a certification path validation
algorithm [10],
2) LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) – is an
application protocol for querying and modifying data
using directory services running over TCP/IP [11],
3) Microsoft IWA (Integrated Windows Authentication)
– provides authentication connections between
Microsoft IIS, Internet Explorer, and other Active
Directory aware applications [12].
VII. CONCLUSION
To sum up, in this short review the current security
threats have been briefly presented. According to them an
analysis of antivirus solution for corporate users was
proposed. The general features and structure of corporate
suit were enumerated based on the latest report from avcomparatives.org. In the last part of the article we
considered modern trends in current antivirus solutions
from most popular AV vendors, such as Eset, Symantec,
Sophos and Kaspersky.
It is obvious that the corporate products represent quite
powerful solutions for enterprise networks but they could
become better by adopting new standards, technologies and
a high level of support services. The corporate suit is
becoming a heavy package of tools aimed to fight against
malware, network attacks, spam, phishing. It gives to
administrators a control under a huge corporate network
that allows monitoring a real-time activity and react to an
existing situation as soon as possible. A corporate security
is a multifactor system that consists of security software,
services, policies and a human factor. None of them should
be missed in a building process of secure corporate
environment.
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Abstract — Xor-metrix for object relations in a vector logic
space and a structural testing model are proposed. Assertionbased models and methods for the verification and diagnosis of
HDL-code functional failures, which make possible to reduce
considerably time-to-market of software and hardware, are
developed. An architectural model of multimatrix reduced
logical instruction set processor for embedded diagnosing is
offered.

R

I. INTRODUCTION

ecent trends in creating new communications,
computing and information services, useful to the
human, are development of dedicated gadgets, which have
important advantages over PCs and laptops: power
consumption, compactness, weight, cost, functionality, and
friendliness of interface. Practically the top ten dedicated
products 2010 (Apple iPad, Samsung Galaxy S, Apple
MacBook Air, Logitech Revue, Google Nexus One (HTC
Desire), Apple iPhone 4, Apple TV, Toshiba Libretto
W100, Microsoft Kinect, Nook Color) is realized as digital
systems-on-chips. By 2012 the mobile and wireless
communication market will move to 20 nm (results of the
January 2011 Technology Forum of Common Platform
Alliance). Further development of the technologies by year:
2014 – 14 nm, 2016 – 11 nm. In 2015 more than 55% of
mobile phones will be smartphones, tablet PCs will replace
laptops and netbooks. Superfones (Nexus-1, Google) will
unite all devices and services. The transition from the
computing platform to mobile devices with small size
results in considerable reduction in power consumption
worldwide. The next computerization wave, entitled
"Internet of things", is being accelerated. It will lead to
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widespread sensor networks, including their integration into
the human body. The world market of the above devices
and gadgets today involves about 3 billion products. For
their effective designing, manufacturing and exploitation
the new technologies and Infrastructures IP are created. One
of the possible steps in this direction is represented below in
the form of verification technology T v : M t is metrics and
model for testing, H c is HDL-code of a design, G t is
synthesis of software transaction graph,
{M f , M s }
determine creating two verification models for HDL-code
(functional failure table and software activation matrix),
{D c , D r , D m } determine developing three methods for
diagnosing the functional failures (for analyzing rows,
columns and whole matrix), which use the assertion engine
(assertion is a logical statement for detecting the semantic
errors in software), P m is architecture of multimatrix
processor for parallel analyzing tabular data, R is
implementation of models, methods and tools in the system
Riviera, Aldec Inc.:

⎫
⎧
⎪D c ⎪
f →⎧
⎪
M
⎨
⎪
m
r⎪
T v = M t → Hc → G t → ⎨
⎩⎪D ⎬ → P → R.
⎪
⎪ s
⎪⎩M → D m ⎪⎭
The objective of the research is to reduce time-to-market
and improve the quality of digital systems-on-chips by
developing the assertion-based infrastructure, models and
methods for verification and diagnosis HDL-code. The
information, needed for detecting failures at the functional
blocks, is formed during simulation (execution) of software
code. Design effectiveness for digital product is determined
as the average and normalized in the range [0,1] integral
criterion:

1
E = F(L, T, H) = min[ (L + T + H)], Y = (1 − P) n ;
3
(1− k )
L = 1− Y
= 1 − (1 − P) n (1-k) ;
T = [(1 - k) × H s ] /(H s + H a ); H = H a /(H s + H a ).
The criterion takes into account the following: the error
level L, the verification time T, software-hardware
redundancy, determined by the assertion engine and
Infrastructure IP tools H. The parameter L, as a complement
of the parameter Y (yield), depends on the testability k of a
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design, the probability P of existence of faulty components,
and the quantity of undetected errors n. The time of
verification is determined by the testability of a design k
[3,4], multiplied by the structural complexity of hardwaresoftware functionality, divided by the total complexity of a
design in code lines. The software-hardware redundancy
depends on the complexity of assertion code and other
costs, divided by the total design complexity. At that
software or hardware redundancy has to provide the
specified diagnosis depth for functional errors and time-tomarket, defined by customer.
The problems are: 1) Creation of a metrics and structuralanalytical model for testing digital systems-on-chips. 2)
Improvement of the models and methods for detecting
functional failures, based on assertion engine, to increase
the speed of HDL-code verification and diagnosis. 3)
Development of the architectural model of multimatrix
processor for diagnosing.
References are: 1. Models of the problems for technical
diagnosis are presented in [1-6]. 2. Diagnosis and
verification of digital systems-on-chips are described in [917, 22-15]. 3. Hardware and matrix processors for
increasing the speed of testing are proposed in [18-21].
II. A MODEL FOR TESTING AND VERIFICATION
The effective process models and methods for diagnosing
the functional failures in software and/or hardware are
offered. The register or matrix (tabular) data structures,
focused to parallel execution of logic operations, are used
for detecting the faulty components.
The problem of synthesis or analysis of system
components can be formulated in the form of interaction
(symmetrical difference is an analog of xor-operation on the
Boolean) of its model F, input stimuli T and responses L in
a cybernetic space:
f(F, T, L) = ∅ → F∆T∆L = ∅ .
A cyberspace is a set of information processes and
occurrences, which use computer systems and networks as a
carrier. Particularly, a space component is represented by kdimensional
(tuple)
vector
a = (a1, a 2 ,..., a j ,..., a k ), a j = {0,1} in a binary
alphabet. Zero-vector is k-dimensional tuple, all coordinates
of which are equal to zero: a j = 0, j = 1, k .
Metrics β of cybernetic (binary) space is defined by a
single equality that forms zero-vector for xor-sum of the
distances d i between nonzero and finite quantity of points,
closed in a cycle:
n
β = ⊕ d i = 0.
i =1
The Hamming distance between two objects (vectors) a
and
b
is
determined
as
derived
vector:
k
d i = d (a, b) = a j ⊕ b j . Otherwise: the metrics β of a
j=1
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vector logic binary space is xor-sum of the distances (it is
equal to zero) between finite quantity of graph points
(nodes), closed in a cycle. The sum of n-dimensional binary
vectors, specifying the coordinates of cycle points, is equal
to zero-vector. This metrics definition uses relations that
allow reducing the axiom system from three up to one and
extending it on any constructions of n-dimensional
cyberspace.
The classical metrics definition for
determining interaction of one, two and three points in
vector logic space is a particular case of β -metrics when
i = 1,2,3 respectively:

⎧d1 = 0 ↔ a = b;
⎪
M = ⎨d1 ⊕ d 2 = 0 ↔ d (a , b) = d (b, a );
⎪⎩d1 ⊕ d 2 ⊕ d 3 = 0 ↔ d(a , b) ⊕ d (b, c) = d (a , c).
The metrics β of cybernetic multiple-valued space,
where each coordinate of vector (object) is determined in
the alphabet that is the Boolean on universe of primitives by
the power p: a j = {α1, α 2 ,..., α r ,..., α m }, m = 2 p , is the
symmetric difference (it is equal to ∅ -vector by all
coordinates) of the distances between finite quantity of
points, closed in a cycle:
n
β = ∆ di = ∅ .
(1)
i =1
Equality empty vector the symmetric difference of
coordinatewise set-theory interaction (1) emphasizes the
equivalence of the components (distances), which form the
equation with a single coordinate operation d i, j ∆d i +1, j ,

used, for instance, in four-digit Cantor’s model. It is defined
by the corresponding ∆ -table:

∆
0
1
x
∅

0
∅
x
1
0

1
x
∅
0
1

x
1
0
∅
x

∅
0
1
x
∅

∩
0
1
x
∅

0
0
∅
0
∅

1
∅
1
1
∅

x
0
1
x
∅

∅
∅
∅
∅
∅

∪
0
1
x
∅

0
0
x
x
0

1
x
1
x
1

x
x
x
x
x

∅
0
1
x
∅

a 0 1 x ∅
~
a 1 0 ∅ x

(2)

The truth tables for other basic set-theory operations are
represented in (2). A number of primitive symbols, formed
closed alphabet relative to the set-theory coordinate
operations, can be increased. At that the power of alphabet
(Boolean) is determined by the expression m = 2 p , where
p is a number of primitive symbols. This metrics is not only
of theoretical interest, but has a practical focus on
generalization and classification of technical diagnosis
problems by creating a model for xor-relations on the set of
four main components. The procedures of test synthesis,
fault simulation and detection can be reduced to xorrelations on a full interaction graph (Fig. 1) for four nodes
(functionality, unit, test, faults) G = {F, U, T, L} .
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1) T = F ⊕ L; 4) F = T ⊕ L; 7) L = T ⊕ F; 10) U = T ⊕ L;
2) T = U ⊕ L; 5) F = U ⊕ L; 8) L = T ⊕ U; 11) U = T ⊕ F;
3) T = F ⊕ U; 6) F = T ⊕ U; 9) L = F ⊕ U; 12) U = F ⊕ L.

Fig. 1. Graph of interaction between technical diagnosis components

The graph creates four basic triangles, which form 12
triads of relations for the problems of technical diagnosis:

T ⊕F⊕L = 0 T ⊕L⊕ U = 0 T ⊕F⊕U = 0 F⊕L ⊕U = 0
1) T = F ⊕ L 4) T = L ⊕ U 7) T = F ⊕ U 10) F = L ⊕ U
2) F = T ⊕ L 5) L = T ⊕ U 8) F = T ⊕ U 11) L = F ⊕ U
3) L = T ⊕ F 6) U = T ⊕ L 9) U = T ⊕ F 12) U = F ⊕ L
Insertion of the node U in the graph of interaction
between technical diagnosis components extends the
functionality of the model; new properties of the resulting
system appear. Introduction the new node in the structure
has to have strong arguments of its advisability. Concerning
the graph, represented in Fig. 1, all problems can be
classified into groups as follows.
Group 1 involves the theoretical experiments (on the
functionality model), without the device: 1) test synthesis
by using the functionality model for a specified fault list; 2)
development of the functionality model, based on a given
test and fault list; 3) fault simulation for functionality by
using given test.
Group 2 – real experiments (by device) without
functionality model: 4) test synthesis by physical fault
simulation in the device; 5) fault list generation for the
device by means of diagnostic experiment; 6) test and faults
verification by means of the experiment on a real device.
Group 3 – test experiments (verification) without faults:
7) test synthesis by means of comparing the model
simulation results and real device; 8) functionality synthesis
by using a real device and a given test; 9) verification of test
and functionality model by using the real device with
existing faults.
Group 4 – experiments during operation with real inputs:
10) check of correct behavior of a real device on the
existing or specified faults; 11) test the device on the
existing model in the operation; 12) verification of the
functionality and fault list relative to the behavior of a real
device.
The most popular problems of the above list are: 1, 3, 5,
8, 9. Another classification of the problem types can be
introduced. It allows defining by the graph
G = (F, U, T, L) all the conceptual solutions of target
problems: test synthesis, functionality model definition,
fault model generation and designing of a device:

All constructions, used in a relationship, have the
remarkable property of reversibility. Component, calculated
using the other two, can be used as an argument to
determine any of the two original ones. Thereby, transitive
reversibility of each relation triad on complete graph is
occur, when by using any two components it is always
possible to restore or to determine the third one. At that the
format for each component must be identical in structure
and dimension (vectors, matrices). Fault diagnosis methods,
based on the proposed metrics and testing models, are
considered in more detail below.
III. MODEL FOR DETECTING FUNCTIONAL FAILURES IN
SOFTWARE

The space equation f(F,T, L, U) = 0 → F ⊕ T ⊕ L ⊕ U = 0
is used. It is transformed to the form L = (T ⊕ F) ⊕ (T ⊕ U) .
Fault (functional failures) diagnosis is reduced to
comparison of simulation (T ⊕ F) and full-scale (T ⊕ U )
results, which generates a functional failure list L, detected
in the diagnosed unit. Model-formula for searching the
functionally faulty block Fi is reduced to solving by
determining xor-interaction between three components:
p
L = Fi ← [(T ⊕ Fi ) ⊕ (T ⊕ U i )] = 0.
i =1
An analytic model for verification of HDL-code by using
temporal assertion engine (additional observation lines) is
focused to achievement the specified diagnosis depth and
presented as follows:

M = f (F, A, B,S, T, L),
F = (A * B)× S; S = f (T, B);
A = {A1, A2 ,...,Ai ,...,An}; B = {B1, B2,...,Bi ,...,Bn};
S = {S1,S2,...,Si ,...,Sm}; Si = {Si1,Si2,...,Sij,...,Sip}; (3)
T = {T1, T2,...,Ti ,...,Tk}; L = {L1, L2,...,Li ,...,Ln}.
Here F = (A * B) × S is functionality, represented by

Code-Flow

Transaction

Graph

–

CFTG

(Fig.

2);

S = {S1 , S2 ,..., Si ,..., Sm } are nodes or states of software
when simulating test segments. Otherwise the graph can be
considered as ABC-graph – Assertion Based Coverage
Graph. Each state Si = {Si1 , Si2 ,..., Sij ,..., Sip } is
determined by the values of design essential variables
(Boolean, register variables, memory). The oriented graph
arcs are represented by a set of software blocks
n
n
B = (B1, B2 ,..., Bi ,..., Bn ), ∪ Bi = B; ∩ Bi = ∅ ,
i =1
i =1
where the assertion A i ∈ A = {A1, A 2 ,..., A i ,..., A n } can
be put in correspondence to each of them. Each arc Bi – a
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sequence of code statements – determines the state of the
Si = f (T , B i )
depending
on
the
test
node

T = {T1 , T2 ,..., Ti ,..., Tk } . The assertion monitor, uniting
the

assertions

of

node

incoming

arcs

A(Si ) = Ai1 ∨ Ai2 ∨ ... ∨ Aij ∨ ... ∨ Ain can be put in
correspondence to each node. A node can have more than
one incoming (outcoming) arc. A set of functionally faulty
blocks
is
represented
by
the
list
L = {L1 , L 2 ,..., L i ,..., L n } .

failures; 3) optimize test synthesis by means of solving the
coverage problem by the minimum set of activated paths of
all arcs (nodes). For instance, the minimum test for the
above mentioned ABC-graph has six segments, which
activate all existent paths:

T = S 0 S1S3S 7 S 9 ∨ S 0 S1S 4 S8S9 ∨ S 0 S1S 5S 7 S9 ∨
∨ S 0 S 2 S 4 S8S 9 ∨ S 0 S 2 S 5 S 7 S 9 ∨ S 0 S 2 S 6 S8 S9 .
Tests can be associated with the following program block
activization matrix:
Bij
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

B = (B1 B 3 B 9 ∨ (B 2 B 7 ∨ B1 B 5 )B11 )B13 ∨
∨ ((B1 B 4 ∨ B 2 B 6 )B10 ∨ B 2 B8 B12 )B14 =
= B1 B 3 B 9 B13 ∨ B 2 B 7 B11 B13 ∨ B1 B 5 B11 B13 ∨
∨ B1 B 4 B10 B14 ∨ B 2 B 6 B10 B14 ∨ B 2 B 8 B12 B14 .
Fig. 2. Example of ABC-graph for HDL-code

The model for HDL-code, represented in the form of
ABC-graph, describes not only software structure, but test
slices of the functional coverage, generated by using
software blocks, incoming to the given node. The last one
defines the relation between achieved on the test variable
space and potential one, which forms the functional
coverage as the power of state i-th graph node
p
Q = cardCir / cardCi . In the aggregate all nodes have to
be full coverage of the state space of software variables,
which determines the test quality, equal to 1 (100%):
m
m p
Furthermore,
the
Q = card U Cir / card U Ci = 1 .
i =1
i =1
assertion engine < A, C > that exists in the graph allows
monitoring
arcs
(code-coverage)
A = {A1 , A 2 ,..., A i ,..., A n } and nodes (functional
coverage) C = {C1 , C 2 ,..., Ci ,..., C m } . The assertions on
arcs are designed for diagnosis of the functional failures in
software blocks. The assertions on graph nodes carry
information about the quality of test (assertion) for their
improvement or complement. The Code-Flow Transaction
Graph makes possible the following: 1) use the testability
design to estimate the software quality; 2) estimate the costs
for creating tests, diagnosing and correcting the functional
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B1
1
1
1
.
.
.

B2
.
.
.
1
1
1

B3
1
.
.
.
.
.

B4
.
1
.
.
.
.

B5
.
.
1
.
.
.

B6 B7
. .
. .
. .
1 .
. 1
. .

B8
.
.
.
.
.
1

B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14
1 .
.
.
1
.
. 1
.
.
.
1
.
.
1
.
1
.
. 1
.
.
.
1
.
.
1
.
1
.
.
.
.
1
.
1

The activization matrix shows the fact of
indistinguishability of the functional failures on a test in the
blocks 3 and 9, 8 and 12, which constitute two equivalence
classes if there is one assertion (monitor) in the node 9. To
resolve this indistinguishability it is necessary to create two
additional monitors in the nodes 3 and 6. As a result, three
assertions in the nodes A = (A 3 , A 6 , A 9 ) allow
distinguishing all the blocks of software code. Thus, the
graph enables not only to synthesize the optimal test, but
also to determine the minimum number of assertion
monitors in the nodes to search faulty blocks with a given
diagnosis depth.
Increasing the number of assertion monitors leads to
modification of an activization table. Otherwise, on a given
test and the assertion engine it is necessary to solve
uniquely the diagnosis problem for functional failures of the
software code with the depth up to a software module. At
that the number of assertions and test segments to be
minimum acceptable for the code identification of all the
blocks:
T + A ≥ log 2 B = cardT + cardA ≥ log 2 cardB .
Initially, the number of monitors-assertions is equal to the
number of test segments. The activization table for software
modules makes it possible to identify code blocks with
functional failures by the generalized output response vector
(assertion monitoring)

V = (V1, V2 ,...,Vi ,...,Vn ), Vi = {0,1}, Vi = Ti ⊕ B j, ∀j(Bij = 1)
The vector coordinate Vi = Ti ⊕ B j = 1 identifies the
nonpassage of the test segment on a subset of activated
modules. In accordance with the vector V, defined on the
activization table subject to the above rule for calculating its
coordinates:
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Bij
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

B1 B2
1 .
1 .
1 .
. 1
. 1
. 1

B3
1
.
.
.
.
.

B4
.
1
.
.
.
.

B5
.
.
1
.
.
.

B6
.
.
.
1
.
.

B7
.
.
.
.
1
.

B8
.
.
.
.
.
1

B9
1
.
.
.
.
.

B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 V
. . . 1 . 0
1 . . . 1 1
. 1 . 1 . 0
1 . . . 1 1
. 1 . 1 . 0
. . 1 . 1 1

a logical function of software functional failures can be
constructed, which is simplified using the coordinates of the
output response vector V:

B = (T1 ∨ B1 ∨ B3 ∨ B9 ∨ B13) ∧ (T2 ∨ B1 ∨ B4 ∨ B10 ∨ B14 ) ∧
∧ (T3 ∨ B1 ∨ B5 ∨ B11 ∨ B13) ∧ (T4 ∨ B2 ∨ B6 ∨ B10 ∨ B14 ) ∧
∧ (T5 ∨ B2 ∨ B7 ∨ B11 ∨ B13) ∧ (T6 ∨ B2 ∨ B8 ∨ B12 ∨ B14 );
{V, T} = (010101
)→
B = (0 ∨ B1 ∨ B4 ∨ B10 ∨ B14 ) ∧ (0 ∨ B2 ∨ B6 ∨ B10 ∨ B14 ) ∧
∧ (0 ∨ B2 ∨ B8 ∨ B12 ∨ B14 ) =
= (B1 ∨ B4 ∨ B10 ∨ B14 ) ∧ (B2 ∨ B6 ∨ B10 ∨ B14 ) ∧
∧ (B2 ∨ B8 ∨ B12 ∨ B14 ) =
= B1B2 ∨ B4 B2 ∨ ...∨ B3B6 B12 ∨ ...∨ B14.
After transformation the conjunctive normal form (CNF)
to disjunctive normal form the obtained terms include all
possible solutions in the form of unit coordinate coverage
for the output response vector by single or multiple software
functional failures. Choosing the best solution is made by
determining DNF term of the minimum length.
In this example, the optimal solution is a term containing
a single block B = B14 , which covers three units in the
output response vector V = (010101) . This fact is also
evident from comparison of the last two columns of the
activation matrix B.
IV. A METHOD FOR VECTOR LOGIC ANALYZING COLUMNS
Methods for detecting the functional failures (FF) in the
statement blocks use previously generated functional failure
table B = [Bij ] , where a row is relation between a test
segment and subset of activated (on this segment) software
blocks Ti ≈ (Bi1 , Bi2 ,..., Bij ,..., Bin ) . A column forms
the relation between software block and test segments
which
activate
it.
B j ≈ (T1j , T2j ,..., Tij ,..., Tpj ) ,
Otherwise, a column is an assertion vector, detecting the
functional failure in corresponding block. On simulation
stage the response m = (m1 , m 2 ,..., m i ,..., m p ) of the

response of assertions on the test segment Ti . Searching
FF’s is based on the definition of xor-operation between the
vector of assertion states and columns of the functional
failure table m ⊕ ( B1 ∨ B 2 ∨ ... ∨ B j ∨ ... ∨ B n ) . The
solution is determined by the vector B j with minimum
quantity of 1 coordinates, which determine the functionally
faulty software blocks, checked by the test segments.
Diagnosis by the functional failure table on the basis of the
response m = (m1 , m 2 ,..., m i ,..., m n ), m i = {0,1} is reduced to
the methods for vector logic analyzing columns or rows.
The first one is based on use vector xor-operation
between m-response of the functionality on the test,
formally considered as an input vector-column, and
columns
of
the
fault
detection
table
m ⊕ ( B1 ∨ B 2 ∨ ... ∨ B j ∨ ... ∨ B m ) . To determine the
interaction quality of vectors Q j (m ⊕ B j ) and to choose
the best solution the columns with minimal quantity of 1’s
for resultant vector are identified. They forms the
functionally faulty blocks, checked by test patterns. The
analytic model for solving the diagnosis problem and
obtaining the list of functionally faulty software blocks is
represented in the following form:
n
k
k
L = L ∨ B j ← ∑ (Bij ⊕ m i ) = (0 ∨ min). (4)
j=1
i =1
i =1
Here an output response vector is input one for
subsequent analyzing of the functional failure table
(5)
m = f (A, B) ⊕ f * (A, B, L) .
And it is a result of test experiment – comparison of the
functional (output states) for model under test f ( A, B) and
unit under test f * (A, B, L) with the faults L on the test
patterns A. In second case if a set of faults L > 1 , it means
existence of equivalent functional failures on given test and
assertion engine.
A process model for searching the best solution with
minimum quantity of 1 coordinates from 2 or more
alternatives is shown in Fig. 3. It involves the following
operations: 1) Initially, in all coordinates (the worst
solution) of the vector Q, where the best solution is stored, 1
values are entered; and simultaneously left slc operation
with compaction of 1’s is performed for given vector Qi .
2) Comparing of two vectors is performed: Q and the next
estimation Qi from the solution list. 3) Vector operation
And (Q ∧ Qi ) is performed. The result is compared with
vector Q, which allows changing it, if the vector Qi has less
quantity of 1 values. 4) The procedure for searching the best
solution is repeated by n times.

assertion engine on a test is identified by means of
generating
each
bit
m i = (A1 ∨ A 2 ∨ ... ∨ A i ∨ ... ∨ A k ), A i = {0,1}
as
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Q = Q(∨((Q ∧ Q i ) ⊕ Q)) ∨ Q i (∨((Q ∧ Q i ) ⊕ Q));
Y = ∨((Q ∧ Q i ) ⊕ Q);

10

Ls (m1 ) = m1 ∧ ( ∨ B j ) = B 9 → D 2 ;
j=1

10

Lm (m 2 ) = m 2 ∧ ( ∨ B j ) = B1 ∨ B 2 → L1 ∨ L 2 ;

Q = QY ∨ Q i Y.

j=1

1 4 1
Q(m1 , D 2 ) = 1; Q[m 2 , (L1 ∨ L 2 )] = ( + + 1) = 0,52.
3 13 4

Fig. 3. Process-decision model

An advantage of the method for vector logic analyzing
columns is the choice of the best solution from all possible
single and multiple faults. Actually, such single functional
failures are included in the fault list, which when logical
multiplying them by output response vector give a result in
the form of vector-column. Disjunction of all columns,
generating a solution, is equal to the output response vector
r
∨ ( B j ∈ B) = m .
j =1
An example for analyzing the functional failure table
FFT of the module Row_buffer (Fig. 4) is represented
below.

In the first case, the diagnosis is defined as a single faulty
module D 2 that present in the transactional graph; the
solution quality is equal to 1. In the second case, the
diagnosis procedure detects two faulty modules L1 ∨ L 2 ,
the quality estimation of which is not the optimal.
Nevertheless, the solution is the best among all the possible,
which is maximally approximate to the output response
vector by the membership criterion Q[m 2 , (L1 ∨ L 2 )] .
The computational complexity of the method for analyzing
columns is determined by the following dependence:
Z c = 3n 2 + n 2 = 4n 2 ; Z r = 3n + n = 4n. Here, the first
estimate takes into account the implementation of
coordinate operations on the matrix of the dimension n × n .
The second estimate determines the computational
complexity of the register parallel operations to compute
quality criteria and process the matrix, respectively.
V. METHOD FOR VECTOR LOGIC ANALYSIS OF ROWS

Test
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12
T13

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10
L1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

L2
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

L3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

L4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

C1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

R1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1

R2
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

D1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1

D2 D3
0 1
1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1
1 0
0 0

m1 m 2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Fig. 4. Row_buffer transaction graph and table FFT

On the basis of the diagnosis procedure (4) and tables
FFT (see Fig. 3) the faulty components can be determined
by analysis of FFT columns. Here the vectors m1 , m 2
define the diagnosis results, performed by the procedure (5).
The diagnosis result for single and multiple functional
failures is following:
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The method is designed for determination of fault or
functional failure (FF) location in software code and
consists of two procedures: 1) determining the logical
product of the conjunction of lines, marked by unit values
of the vector Ti (m i = 1) , by the negation of disjunction of
zero rows Ti (m i = 0) for single faulty modules; 2)
determining the logical product of disjunction of unit lines
by the negation of the disjunction of zero rows for multiple
faulty modules:

∧

Ls = (

∀m i =1

Lm = (

∨

Ti ) ∧ (

∀m i =1

∨

∀m i = 0

Ti ) ∧ (

∨

Ti );

∀m i = 0

(6)

Ti );

The formulas are interesting, because they are not related
to the diagnosis quality criteria and operate only two
components: FFT table and output response vector.
Performing the diagnosis procedure by the formulae (4) for
the output response vector m1 = (0101 01 0 01 0 010) ,
specified in the last table FFT, forms the result:
Ls ( m1, T) = D 2 , which is not worse than previously
obtained by the method for analyzing columns. For the
output response vector m 2 = (111 0 01110 0 0 0 0) the
diagnosis result is: Lm ( m 2 , T ) = L1 ∨ L 2 . Computational
complexity of the method for analyzing rows is determined
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VI. MATRIX METHOD FOR DETECTING THE FUNCTIONAL

by the following dependence: Z c = n 2 ; Z r = n. The first
estimate is designed to count the number of coordinate
operations, the second one determines the computational
complexity of processing, based on the register parallel
operations. The proposed methods for diagnosing functional
failures in software and hardware are the most important
components of the Infrastructure IP.
Formulae (6) can be modified if the following
designations are introduced:

FAILURES IN SOFTWARE

Further to the software transaction graph (3) a method for
diagnosing functional failures in software uses the triad of
matrices of the same format:

M = B ⊕ A ⊕ L = 0,
L = B ⊕ A ← Lij = Bij ⊕ Aij ← {Bij , Aij , Lij } = {0,1};
B = [Bij ], A = [Aij ], L = [Lij ],

a = ( ∧ Ti ); b = ( ∨ Ti ); c = ( ∨ Ti );
∀m i =1

∀m i = 0

i = 1, n; j = 1, m; ⊕ = ab ∨ ab.

∀m i =1

Here matrices form: B – block activization on test
segments during simulation; A – activity of assertions,
corresponding to blocks, on test segments and during
simulation; L – faulty blocks, obtained as result of xoroperation on two above matrices. Coordinate-wise
analyzing the matrices uses binary xor-operation, such as
(see Table I).
Obtained result L = B ⊕ A in the form of L-matrix
[Lij ] = (T × B × {0,1}) , all coordinated of which are equal

Ls = ab = a ⊕ ab = a (a ⊕ b) = a (b ⊕ 1);
Lm = cb = c ⊕ cb = c(c ⊕ b) = c(b ⊕ 1);
⎧⎪ab = ab = a ⊕ ab = a (a ⊕ b) = a (b ⊕ 1);
L=⎨
⎪⎩cb = cb = c ⊕ cb = c(c ⊕ b) = c(b ⊕ 1) ← ab = 0
Any right side expression of the equations can be used to
detect functional failure in the software or hardware. The
difference lies in the presence or absence of inversion,
which is replaced by xor-operation, more preferable for
diagnosis and pattern recognition. In this case, the process
model for diagnosing single (using a-component) or
multiple (b-component) faults (functional failures) based on
analyzing the table FFT has an effective vector-oriented
computing technology:
L = ( b ⊕ 1)(a ∨ c) ,
embedded Infrastructure IP of software/hardware.
According to set theory, this means determining the result
of set-theory subtraction L = (a ∨ c) \ b = (a \ b) ∨ (c \ b)
in the algebra-logic vector space. For such operations the
multimatrix processor is needed, which is strictly focused
on the parallel execution of several logic operations on data
matrices.

to zero, indicates absence functional failures in software
relatively the proposed verification plan in the format (test –
functional blocks – activization [Bij ] = (T × B × {0,1}) ,
test – assertions – response [A ij ] = (T × A × {0,1}) .
Another model experiment indicates presence the functional
failures L = {B1, B 2 , B3 , B5 , B6 } in software code (see
Table II).
Here are the results of vector operations on all rows of
two tables ∨ L i =11101100 and ∨ A i =11011111. Logical
conjunction of them with the preliminary inversion of the
first vector gives the coordinates of blocks with functional
failures, marked by units. In this example, the vector forms
only one block (00100000)&(11101100)=(00100000).
Tables I, II

Bij
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0
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What is the reason for the reduction of faulty blocks? If
to assume that in compliance with the verification plan the
verification of the first block has to detect faults on first and
sixth test, which is not satisfied, so block 1 can be excluded
from the fault list. Similarly, modules 2, 5, 6 can be
excluded. Then the corrected result will have only one
block with the functional failures: L = {B3} . The
procedure for refining the diagnosis result can also be
formalized
in
the
following
form:

L = B j ← B j ∧ L j = B j , j = 1, m . If the comparison
result is negative B j ⊕ L j = 0 , it means the code is
incorrect, assertion or test failed, including functional
coverage. For the diagnosis code in accordance with the
process model of the form

L(B, T) = (B ⊕ A) → L( B) = ( ∨ A i ) ∧ ( ∨ L i ) ,

i =1, n
i =1, n
it is necessary to consider the following items:
1. Coverage is any metric for choosing test and
determining its confidence. Code coverage is test metric,
focused on the confirmation of execution of all code lines.
Decomposition of software code into blocks is performed
Each
B = {Bs , B t } ← Bs ∩ B t = ∅, Bs ∪ B t = B .
block belongs to one of two types: the sequence of
statements without a branch or time delay circuit
Bi ∈ {Bs , B t } . Location of assertion monitors is carried
out for block activity on test at the beginning of the branch
or in the first timer cycle of a time delay circuit. In the
modeling process assertions form an activization matrix for
software
blocks
on
each
test
segment
Bij = Ti ⊕ B j ∈ {0,1} . If the block is active (assertion
passed) on the test (testbench), matrix coordinate is equal to
1, otherwise – Bij = 0 . Testbench is input conditions for
testing the HDL-code and corresponding output responses,
which define transformations of the device under test in the
functional subspace.
2. Functional coverage is test metric that ensures the
accessability of all essential states in the software variable
and function definition space. Decomposition of software
functionality in control and transaction graphs is performed:
F = {F c , F t } ← F c ∩ F t = ∅, F c ∪ F t = F . This makes
it possible to considerably reduce the dimension of
coverage problem that defines the domain for the control
variable and data flow. Test generation and the subsequent
coverage driven verification use the above mentioned
graphs with constraints, taken from the specification.
Synthesized test for the control graph allows activation of
all logic and arithmetic variables involved in initiation of
software transaction. Way of variable activation or test
synthesis consists of pseudo-random or deterministic
(algorithmic) generating test inputs, as well as hand-writing
input stimuli. Forms of coverage definition are an
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abbreviated truth table, Boolean equation, binary decision
diagrams, the flowgraph. Test for the second graph handles
data flows, which at the system level not always have to be
checked because of the absence of faults, such as short
circuits between the variables or constant faults in them.
Transaction graph can be used to create a verification plan
for essential interface parameters of software. To do this it
is necessary to use interface assertions operating by global
variables.
2. Assertion matrix for software blocks has a form similar
to the structure of block activation A = [A ij ] . Here format
of assertion as logic statement, using the essential variables
of software block f(X) = A ij = {0,1} , responses for
running the corresponding activated on the test module
Bij = 1 . Several statements can be in the block, separated
to increase the diagnosis depth or united by function or. In
last case assertion responses for correct functioning of the
block. Assertion has two values: 1 – block operates faultfree, 0 – there are functional failures. Assertions are
represented by two hierarchy levels: interface and block
ones A = {A i , A b } . The first ones are focused on testing
the essential parameters of the specifications, which are
common for the software and external for it. Second ones
are built into software block, which don’t have branches.
Power of commands or code lines – up to 20 – is
determined by the number of statements to be placed on the
screen. Such block can contain time or event delay
statements.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF MODELS AND METHODS IN THE
VERIFICATION SYSTEM

Practical implementation of models and verification
methods is integrated into the simulation environment
Riviera of Aldec Inc., Fig. 5. New assertion and diagnosis
modules, added in the system, improved the existing
verification process, which allowed 15% reduction the
design time of digital product.

Fig. 5. Implementation of results in the system Riviera

Actually, application of assertions makes possible to
decrease the length of test-bench code and considerably
reduce (х3) the design time (Fig. 6), which is the most
expensive. Assertion engine allows increasing the diagnosis
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depth of functional failures in software blocks up to level
10-20 HDL-code statements.
Time-to-market comparison
Time-to-market (KMen/Hour)

30,00
25,00
20,00

Design + Classic Testbench

Design + Stimulus + Assertions

15,00
10,00
5,00

such as registers and matrices. Such processor should
execute in parallel mode operations over all bits of the
regular operands, not requiring special compilers for
paralleling computing processes.
Multimatrix processor (MMP) is a minimum architecture
of instruction primitives, where each of them focused on the
parallel execution of only one operation (and, or, xor, slc)
over the corresponding matrix (two-dimensional data array).
The number of command-oriented matrix primitives creates
a system – a heterogeneous multimatrix processor of binary
operations with buffer M, Fig. 7.

0,00
0,112 0,207 0,315 0,389 0,504 0,620 0,731 0,824 0,931 1,015

Design capacity (MGates)

Fig. 6. Comparative analysis of verification methods

Due to the interaction of simulation tools and assertion
engine, automatically placed inside the HDL-code, an
access of diagnosis tools to the values of all internal signals
is appeared. This allows quickly identifying the location and
type of the functional failure, as well as reducing the time of
error detection in the evolution of product with top-down
design. Application of assertion for 50 real-life designs
(from 5 thousand up to 5 million gates) allowed obtaining
hundreds of dedicated solutions, included in the verification
template library VTL, which generalizes the most popular
on the market EDA (Electronic Design Automation)
temporal verification limitations for the broad class of
digital products. Software implementation of the proposed
system for analyzing assertions and diagnosing HDL-code
is part of a multifunctional integrated environment Aldec
Riviera for simulation and verification of HDL-models.
High performance and technological combination of
assertion analysis system and HDL-simulator of Aldec
company is largely achieved through integration with the
internal simulator components, including HDL-language
compilers. Processing the results of the assertion analysis
system is provided by a set of visual tools of Riviera
environment to facilitate the diagnosis and removal of
functional failures. The assertion analysis model can also be
implemented in hardware with certain constraints on a
subset of the supported language structures. Products
Riviera including the components of assertion temporal
verification, which allow improving the design quality for
3-5%, currently, occupies a leading position in the world IT
market with the number of installations of 5,000 a year in
200 companies and universities in more than 20 countries
on the world.
VIII. MULTIMATRIX PROCESSOR OF BINARY OPERATIONS
AND VERIFICATION INFRASTRUCTURE

To implement effective computational processes by time
and cost of associated with the diagnosis of functional
failures it is necessary processor of the simple architecture
with minimum instruction set, where the operands are not
only Boolean variables, but also more complex structures
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Fig. 7. Multimatrix processor of binary operations

The standard blocks are shown here: data DM and
program PM memory, control unit CU, interface I-face and
infrastructure I-IP, as well as multimatrix processor,
including 4 memory blocks with embedded operations (A –
and, B – xor, C – or, D – slc – shift left crowding) and
buffer memory M. Multimatrix processor (MMP) is focused
on parallel execution one of four instructions (ISA –
Instruction Set Architecture) for processing matrices of
binary
data
of
the
same
dimension
M = M {and, or, xor, slc}{A, B, C, D} and saving the
result in the buffer M. Feature of MMP is that each
instruction has data matrix for parallel processing (not
matrix cell has instruction set of 4 operations) to simplify
the control structure and device in whole. The complexity
of MMP is focused on data structures, matrix memory has a
single hardware embedded instruction that enables to
implement primitive control system for parallel computing
(SIMD – Single Instruction Multiple Data). Proposed MMP
architecture is adapted to execution of logic instructions by
the operands of register level. MMP prototype is integrated
in the hardware acceleration board for simulation and
verification HES™, Aldec Inc.
On the basis of multimatrix (register) processor an
infrastructure for verification HDL-code (Fig. 8) is
developed. It is modification of I-IP standard IEEE 1500
SECT [3, 4, 11, 14]. There are 4 process models: testing on
the simulation stage, diagnosis of functional failures,
diagnosis optimization, repairing.
1. Process model for testing involves HDL-model,
assertion engine, testbench and coverage. Last one estimates
test quality for all design states. In simulating the
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activization matrix B for software blocks and assertion
response matrix A on test segments are generated. Matrix
A can be transformed to assertion state vector m by
application of the function Or to vector-columns of Amatrix.

T
T1
T2
T3
m
m i = ∨ A ij = T4
j=1
T5
T6
T7
T8

⎧B = (T ⊕ F);
⎪
m
⎨m = ∨ A ← A = (T ⊕ A c ).
j
⎪
j=1
⎩

A ij
m
.
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.
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.
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Subsequent implementation of xor-operation between the
assertion vector and activization matrix columns allows
obtaining the best solution, which is determined by the
minimum code distance
n
n
L = L ∨ B j ← ∑ (Bij ⊕ m i ) = (0 ∨ min) :
i =1
i =1
Bij
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Fig. 8. Verification infrastructure for HDL-code

2. The last two components are used in the second
process model for diagnosing blocks of HDL-code.
Diagnosis is fault vector, which forms a subset of blocks
m d with functional failures. At that the errors can be in
testbench and in assertion statements, which
are designed for testing and monitoring B B B B B
software blocks. If exact identification of the T 1 . . 1
T . 1 1 .
block
is absent when comparing the T . . . .
columns of activization matrix and assertion T 1 . 1 .
responses, triple diagnosis uncertainty T . 1 . 1
T 1 . . .
D = {B j , Ti , A ij} arises.
ij
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3. The third block solves the problem of T . . 1 1
minimizing the number of blocks, in which
functional failures can be, up to one of them. At that a block
activization matrix and the diagnosis m d , obtained in the
previous process model, are used.
4. Correction of functional failures is focused on manual
searching errors in a software block, presented by the vector
m b . Automated correcting errors in the block is possible, if
there is a library of diversion software modules of the
similar functionality in the verification infrastructure.
The proposed infrastructure is one of steps towards the
creation of verification automaton for software blocks. An
example of diagnosing the functional failure, based on using
the activization matrix, is represented below. The vector of
assertion responses is obtained from the matrix
Aij = {1 → failed, 0 → passed} by disjunctive union of
8
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Aij A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8

B5 B6 B7 B8
.

1

rows content:

Diagnosis is block 3 has functional failures, because three
assertions are failed on the test segments 2,4 and 8, which in
this combination activate only block number 3. If assertion
matrix (not vector) is used for diagnosing, searching for
faulty blocks is the following:
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Diagnosis is similar to the previous one: block 3 has
functional failures, because the code distance is equal to
zero only for the column number 3.
IX. CONCLUSION
The following results are proposed in the paper:
1. A structural model for relations on the set of four main
components of technical diagnosis (functionality, unit, test
and faults), which is characterized by complete xorinteraction of all the graph nodes and transitive reversibility
of each relation triad that allows defining and classifying
the ways of solving practical problems, including test
synthesis, fault simulation and fault detection.
2. A new model of software in the form of Code-Flow
Transaction Graph, as well as a new matrix method for
diagnosing functional failures, which are characterized by
adaptability of data preparation when detecting faulty
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B8
.
1
1
1
1
1
.
1
6

blocks, are proposed. They allow considerably reducing the
design time of digital systems on chips.
3. Methods for searching functional failures, which differ
in parallel execution of vector operations on the rows of a
functional failure table, are improved. They allow
substantially (x10) increasing the performance of
computational procedures associated with diagnosis and
repair of software and hardware.
4. The architecture of multimatrix processor, focused to
increasing the speed of embedded diagnosis of functional
failures in the software or hardware product, which differs
using parallel logic vector operations and, or, xor, slc that
enables to increase considerably (x10) the speed of
diagnosing single and/or multiple faults (functional
failures).
5. The infrastructure for verification and diagnosis of
HDL-code for design digital systems-on-chips, which
involves four process models for testing, diagnosing,
optimization and correcting errors, closed in a cycle, that
makes it possible to reduce the time of code debugging,
when creating a design.
6. Practical implementation of models and verification
methods is integrated into the simulating environment
Riviera of Aldec Inc. New assertion and diagnosis modules
improved the existing verification process, which allowed
15% reduction in overall design time of digital products.
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A Method of High-Level Synthesis
and Verification with SystemC Language
Volodymyr Obrizan, Kharkov National University of Radio Electronics, Ukraine

Abstract—This paper presents a method for automatic RTLinterface synthesis for a given C++ function as well as for a
given SystemC-interface. This task is very im-portant in HighLevel Synthesis design flow where design entry is usually done
in some abstract language (e.g. C++). As a source high-level
description targets different SoC architectures or protocols, so
it is needed to generate relevant pin-level interfaces and
protocols automatically.
Index Terms— Computer languages. High level synthesis,
System-level design, System testing.

I. INTRODUCTION
A system level interface can be mapped to different RTL
(or pin-accurate) interfaces. The mapping depends on a
selected architecture and protocol.
The goal of the presented research is to reduce design
time and human efforts needed to generate a pin-accurate
interface and a protocol for a given arbitrary high-level
description.
The research tasks are:
a) to research the state of the art;
b) to research a mapping between high-level inter-faces
and RTL interfaces;
c) to develop a method for generation of a
communication protocol;
d) to test the proposed solution.
This paper is organized as follows. State of the art is
presented in the second section. The third section defines
the prerequisites of the proposed method: a) a mapping
between system-level and RT-level interfaces; b) a way
how the communication protocol is specified. We conclude
in the fourth section.
II. STATE OF THE ART
There are several methods for interface synthesis. The
interface synthesis task is defined as follows: to generate an
interface between two processes with arbitrary protocols
[1]. In [2] authors present a method of interface generation
for a given waveform. In [3] authors propose a method to
Manuscript received December 15, 2010.
Volodymyr Obrizan is with Kharkov National University of Radio
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generate interface circuits. The proposed solution produces
flexible microarchitectures from FSM descriptions. The
FSM descriptions are derived from a formal language called
SIMPLE. In [4] authors present a method to generate
hardware interfaces and protocols depending on a VHDL
description. In [5] authors report on a formal language to
specify protocols for further synthesis. None of the above
methods solve the problem, if a system model is described
in C++.
Among modern System-on-Chip communication
protocols we can outline the following: AMBA [6],
Wishbone [7], CoreConnect, Open Core Protocol, Avalon
[8]. The main disadvantage of these specifications is that
they provide the description of the protocols in verbal form
with waveforms. There are no algorithms, FSMs, or
transactors.
III. A FORMAT OF A SOURCE DESCRIPTION
Let’s consider prerequisites which make this method
possible. We will consider two main points:
a) a definition of an interface;
b) a definition of a communication protocol.
A. A definition of an interface
Let F — is a function defined with a high-level
description language, X = (x1, x2, …, xi) — is a vector of
arguments , Y = (y1, y2, …, yk) — is a function’s output
vector. Then, a function to be synthesized looks like:
Y = F (X).

(1)

On later design stages, the low-level interface of a
module must be defined. However, a number of different
low-level interfaces can be associated with a single highlevel interface.
In a source model written in C++, a module interface can
be defined in the following ways:
a) as a function or member function declaration
(SystemC-interface);
b) as a SystemC module (SC_MODULE) with a SystemC
pin-accurate interface;
c) in some other way, different from the above.
A function (member function) declaration looks like the
following:
return_type function_name (argument_list);
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here return_type — is a function return value type,
argument_list — is a list of arguments, including each
argument’s type and optional argument’s identifier. A C++
function can return values of arbitrary built-in types and
user types, pointers or references to them. There is one
exception — type void means function doesn’t return a
value. A mapping between C++ and VHDL types is shown
in Table 1.
TABLE I
A MAPPING BETWEEN C++ AND VHDL TYPES
C++ type

Width,
bit

char, unsigned char, 8
signed char, bool

VHDL type

A synthesis program can extract number and types with
relative bit-widths of the parameters using such description.
Fig. 1 shows the result of such synthesis. We see the welldefined RTL interface.

std_logic_vector (7 downto 0)

unsigned short int,
float,
short int

16

std_logic_vector (15 downto 0)

int, unsigned int,
unsigned long int,
long int, double

32

std_logic_vector (31 downto 0)

*T (pointer to Т)

32

std_logic_vector (31 downto 0)

long long,
long double

64

std_logic_vector (63 downto 0)

wchar_t, void

—

n/a, non-synthesizable

Fig. 1. A function declaration and its RTL interface

Thus, a high-level synthesis program has the following
options: 8, 16, 32, and 64-bit types without intermediate
values. These types will be translated into registers and
buses of respective widths. Sometimes, it may result in
unreasonable hardware expenses. For example, let’s
suppose that we need to encode 10 values, so we use a
variable of type char mapping to an 8-bit register. The
register can encode 256 values at the most. But to encode
10 values it is needed only 4 bits. Thus, a half of the
register will not be used. In general case, if we need to
encode n values, then number of required bits (k) is:
k  log 2 n  .

(2)

To address this issue, SystemC provides two type sets to
work with arithmetic values with arbitrary precision: from
1- to 64-bit types, 64-bit and above types. Classes sc_int
(signed integer) and sc_uint (unsigned integer) model
integer arithmetic types in a range from 1 to 64 bits. These
classes are recommended for use only for synthesis if
unambiguity between high-level model simulation and RTL
simulation is needed. Sole-ly for high-level simulations, it is
better to use native int type, because its simulation speed is
higher. Classes sc_bigint and sc_biguint model 64-bit types
and above.
Let’s consider the greatest common factor function. Its
SystemC-interface is defined as a virtual member function
(see below). Then, one needs to inherit this interface and
implement its behavior. (This task isn’t considered in this
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paper.)
class find_gcf_if : public sc_interface
{
public:
virtual int find_gcf (int a, int b) = 0;
}

There are three groups of ports:
a) informational: a, b, value — the number, names and
sizes depend on a given C++ function decla-ration;
b) global control: clk, reset — usually the same for any
function.
c) protocol: enable, ready — the number and mean-ing
depend on a given protocol.

B. A definition of a communication protocol
Usually, a communication protocol is given as a textual
description of rules which one must follow to successfully
communicate with a device. Also, such description is
supplemented with waveforms. However, these kinds of
description aren’t good for automatic translation, so a
designer should manually specify a communication protocol
in VHDL or Verilog.
Let’s consider a simple communication protocol. The
waveform is shown in fig. 2. The communication rules are
the following.
1. Set up the parameters to the inputs ‘a’ and ‘b’.
2. Set up ‘enable’ signal.
3. Wait until ‘ready’ signal is ‘1’.
4. Read the result of the calculation at ‘value’ port.
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clk
a[31:0]

100

b[31:0]

30

enable
Fig. 4. An FSM of the master process

ready
value[31:0]

invalid

10

Fig. 2. A simple communication protocol

On the slave’s side these rules are defined as follows.
1. Wait until ‘ready’ signal is set.
2. Read the inputs ‘a’ and ‘b’.
3. Perform the calculation.
4. When the calculation is done, set ‘value’ output and
‘ready’ signal.
5. Wait one clock cycle and reset ‘ready’ signal.
We can represent these rules in a form of the following
algorithms. There are two algorithms: one for the master
process (fig. 3) and one for the slave process (fig. 5). There
are corresponding finite-state machines for these
algorithms: fig. 4 and fig. 6 respectively.
The loop at the state a1 in the master process’ FSM
means that the master process must keep the arguments and
‘enable’ signal unchanged till ‘ready’ signal is set. This
makes the master process to wait until the slave process is
ready with calculations and the result is stable.
Actually, at the FSM in the fig. 5, the state a1 is a group
of states, because most calculations will be done in more
than one clock cycle. So this group state can consist of
many operation and decision vertices needed to implement
the function being synthesized.

Fig. 5. An algorithm of the slave process

Fig. 6. An FSM of the slave process

Fig. 3. An algorithm of the master process
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In general case, these algorithms depend on a number of
arguments and body logic of the function. So it is not a
complex task to make the method work for arbitrary
function declarations.
These algorithms can be easily synthesized into FSMs
and further into RTL interfaces and corresponding protocol
logic.
Also, the master process’ algorithm can be used to
generate a transactor to verify the results of synthesis. This
transactor converts higher-level requests (function calls) to
lower-level events (logic signals activations). To do so, it is
needed to implement the master process algorithm as a
SystemC-transactor. For example, for the given function the
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master transactor will look as follows:
class find_gcf_trans : public find_gcf_if,
public sc_module {
public:
// RTL-interface
sc_out<int> a, b;
sc_in<int> value;
sc_in<bool> clock, reset, ready;
sc_out<bool> enable;
SC_CTOR(find_gcf_trans) { }
// High-level interface
virtual int find_gcf(int a, int b) {
wait(clock->posedge_event());
this.a = a;
this.b = b;
enable = true;
while(!ready)
wait(clk->posedge_event());
enable = false;
return value;
}
};
The complete system of transactors and modules is
shown in fig. 7. The ‘Testbench’ module is a high level
test-bench written using SystemC language. It has a single
port of the find_gcf_if type (see section III). The ‘H2L’
module is a transactor converting high-level calls to lowlevel binary signals. It works accordingly with the
algorithm shown in fig. 3. and the FSM shown in fig. 4.
The ‘L2H’ module is a transactor converting low-level
binary signals to high-level system calls. It works
accordingly with the algorithm shown in fig. 5 and the FSM
shown in fig. 6. The ‘find_gcf’ module is a high-level
module written in SystemC language. However, in this
system, the L2H module can be substituted with an RTL or
gate-level module. So, the high-level test-bench can be
reused on all levels of abstraction.
It should be noted, that the test-bench is a clock-less
module. The notion of time is specified in transactors only.

A method to generate RTL-interfaces with the simple
communication protocol for a given function declaration is
presented. This method defines the required informational,
control and protocol ports and their bit-widths. We propose
to specify communication protocols in a form of algorithms
to simplify the interface synthesis task. The method
implemented as a part of high-level synthesis tool
significantly reduces time to RTL and designer efforts.
Also, the proposed method is useful for automatic
generation of transactors to verify synthesized solutions.
This enables reusing of high-level tests.
This method doesn’t consider a case when it is needed to
access data in a shared memory (pointers).
Further research lays in analyzing and defining
algorithms and FSMs for popular on-chip protocols
(AMBA, Open Core Protocol, CoreConnect, etc.). Also, it
is needed to refine the method to handle shared memory
access via pointers.
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Ecological Corporative System Concept in
Solving Problems of Ecological Estimation and
Ecological Hygienic Normalization
T.V. Kozulia, N.V. Sharonova, M.M. Kozulia

Abstract — Approach of methodical application of concept
of ecological corporative system (CES) in the system of
ecological monitoring is shown in the article. Appropriateness
of corporative approach application was indicated for problem
solving of standardization of state parameters of
environmental objects. The appropriate algorithms of the
assessment of the health risk and of the ecological
standardization problems were developed on basis of analysis
of existent approaches of determination of system status and
appropriateness of introduction of the risk-analysis for
problem solving of state identification of CES.
Index Terms — The ecological corporative system, the
risk-analysis, the ecological standardization, the
ecological – hygienic assessment.

I.

INTRODUCTION: RELEVANCE OF THE WORK AND
RELATION WITH SCIENTIFIC PRACTICAL TASKS

E

NVIRONMENT is the economics basis, means of
subsistence, source, of national wealth. As the world is
being industrialized, urbanized and the resource base usage
is growing, intellectual resource management is getting
necessary. Ecological estimation (EE) is one of the ways
attaining the goal.
The EE aim is to provide taking into account
environment state and ecosystem durability in the
development and approval processes of projects, plans for
development, programs, and policies. The EE itself is the
planning process. It to use prognosis analysis and
interpretation of significant affects upon environment,
which will be caused by planned activity, and providing
information, which is needed during decision-making
management.
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The EE is used to prevent and minimize unfavourable
affect. It also simultaneously estimates real resource
potential and maximizes advantages in order to:
− change and improve planned activity project;
− ensure effective resource usage;
− improve social aspects of planned activity;
− determine ways of monitoring and management;
− assist well-grounded decision-making.
The EE process is connected with characteristic and
analysis of the whole influence spectrum which includes
biophysical (environmental influence), social, in population
health affect, economic, risk and uncertainty aspects are
taken into account.
Risk always means the result uncertainty. At the same
time risk is frequently understood as the loss possibility,
although it is described as probability of getting a different
result. Risk as a rule combines event probability the event
effect and the consequence of the event caused by it. Risk is
a progressing contributor of the process that has a negative
influence potential upon main process flow according to
Rational Unified Process (RUP) point of view [4].
Statistical risk often comes to the possibility of some
undesirable event. As a rule such event possibility and its
harm estimation are combined into one verisimilar result.
Such result combines risk possibilities set, loss and reward
into the expected present result value.
So statistical decision-making theory says that risk
estimation function δ(x ) for parameter θ calculated for
some observed x is determined as expected loss function
L value:
(1)
R (θ, δ(x )) = ∫ L(θ, δ(x ))× f (x | θ )dx ,

where: δ(x ) is estimation, θ is estimation parameter.
As it is known the harmful factor a effect is determined
by the biological response spectrum of the organism to any
harmful factor affect. Death, disease, physiological disease
symptoms, functional changes of indistinct biological
importance, pollutants or their metabolic products
accumulation in organs and tissues are possible responses.
Three zones are distinguished during harmless pollution
levels determination. The first zone (absence of factor
affect) is named sub-threshold level. The third zone (toxic
influence) is characterized by pathological organism
changes caused by the pollutant (disease or its sings). The
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second zone lies between them. It is the zone of organism
changes which are of unclear biological value. Probably
such change is connected with protective adjustments. It
indicates the environment deviation from the biological
optimum.
According to leading hygienists, existing hygienic
pollutants normalization principles are widely practically
realized. However, theoretical basis of this problem and its
methodology are still widely discussed in literature.
Concepts of “thresholdlessness”, “risk realization
inadmissibility”, “benefit-harm” and “justified risk” are
meant at the moment. All these concepts contradict the main
approach established in USSR which substantiated
hazardous substances MPC with “harmless” and “medical
aspect domination” criterion.
It is necessary to work out a universal approach to solve
problems caused by economic activity influence upon
environment, by natural and social environment influence
upon living organisms and human health.

II. AIMS AND PROBLEMS OF INVESTIGATION
Economic, social and natural systems interaction is
characterized as versatile. The systems themselves are to be
developed and the consequences of this development effect
upon living organisms and human health can hardly be
predicted. A new concept of solving the above mentioned
problem is proposed. It is aimed at harmonizing “economicsocial-environment” system. The latter is presented as a
corporative system with ecological principles priority and
thus it is named the corporative ecological system (CES) [5,
6]. On the basis of the suggested concept and introducing
risk theory it is possible to solve the following problems:
common developing systems interaction estimation within
the in framework of the CES, commonly acceptable
managerial decision and healthy human environment
conditions determination. To achieve this aim the following
tasks touched upon in the present work:
1) to determine main approaches to general system state
(CES subsystems) estimation in their present condition their
development and external influence;
2) to form methodical approaches to qualitative and
quantitative health risk estimation in the sphere of
normalization and decision-making concerning secure
influence upon human beings.
III. RESEARCH MATERIALS AND SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
Corporative ecological system (CES) concept has been
proposed in the ecological monitoring system. This concept
considers corporative interconnection between three
macrosystem components, their independent progress. This
approach gives an opportunity to determine every
subsystem state and also the state of the system as a whole.
Riskless CES and subsystems state is proposed to estimate
on the basis of thermodynamics and synergetic [5, 6].
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Ecological risk according to thermodynamic ecosystem
structure is conditioned by entropy increasing due to
disturbances in it. Equilibrium state is characterized by the
minimal entropy level.
Managerial decision is estimated according to the CES
general state and depending on every CES subsystem
entropy and informative ness. It means that CES state
entropy is action result parameter. Current decision
realization within some time interval [t 0 T] produces
incompatible effect series. Incompatibility is conditioned by
thermodynamic flow connection between CES subsystems
of local level. Thermodynamic equilibrium maintenance is
an optimal functionality criterion of such a system. This
means ∆S → min → 0 or S = max state in relation to other
states.
Generally the CES state as a macrosystem is determined
by its components macro state. Different CES subsystems
macrostates are established together with their different
microstates. Certain system state is connected with one of
the realization of possible E n energy levels. Each energy
level has its own statistical weight Ω n . If the internal
system energy with entropy S n is close to E n then:
Ω n = e ( E n − A ) / kT ,

where A is free energy, k is Boltzmann constant, T is
temperature.
The Pin = 1 / Ω n value is corporative system macrostate
possibility provided that all system macrostates with energy
E n are equally possible. The CES state from the
thermodynamics point of view is determined by the
following parameters:
S CES = S EES + S СS + S ES , Ω = Ω EES × Ω СS × Ω ES , (2)
where S EES , S СS , S ES are spaces of natural ecological,
social
and
economic
systems
accordingly;
Ω EES , Ω СS , Ω ES statistical weight of CES subsystem
macrostate realization.
General CES state realization is characterized by the
value:

(p,e,s ) (x (t ), x (t )...x (t ))dV ,
S(t ) = ∫ S dV
1
2
n

(3)

V

where S (p,e,s ) is entropy of natural (ecological), economic
and social system state accordingly; dV is a macrosystem
size (volume) characteristic.
Entropy change is determined as ∆S dV ≥ 0 and
corresponds to entropy intensity production in CES. This
takes place in the case of irreversible processes in the
corporative system components which are physical
chemical systems:
dS
(4)
σ(t ) = dV ≥ 0 if t → 0 .
dt
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This value is connected with new CES state probability
realization with changes that happen in time. This means
that changes are connected with the macrosystem entropy
production:
dS
(5)
P(t ) = dV = ∫ σ(x 1 (t ), x 2 (t )...x n (t ))dV .
dt
V

P(t ) → min CES is a condition to be met for the system
to stay within stationary process limits and managerial
influence not to cause entropy production.
Microscopic state equations are received in synergetic
approach to the thermodynamic description (model making)
realization of three complex systems inside one corporative
system. CES equilibrium loss is determined by small
amount of collective modes. These modes are order
parameters and describe macroscopic structure. These
macroscopic variables represent microscopic system
components behaviour according to principle of the
subjecting at the same time. Order parameters allow the
system to turn into structure which has a stable state.
Information about order parameters changes near
instability points and subordinate modes information does
not change:
P(ξ u , ξ s ) = ∏ Ps (ξ s | ξ u )f (ξ u ) ,

(6)

s

where ξ u is order parameters probability; ξ s is
subordinate modes amplitude probability.
Macrosystem stability state normalization condition looks
like this:

∑ Ps (ξ s | ξ u ) = 1 .

(7)

ξs

Equilibrium system state break is connected with entropy
dS
production P = i . Equilibrium state for CES as a quasidt
isolated system is determined as P=0. Equilibrium state
dS
breaks the condition of P = i ≥ 0 . When disturbance is
dt
small inside CES, entropy production is as follows
according to Prigozhin I. R. theorem: dP ≤ 0 is evolution
condition; P = min, dP = 0 is equilibrium or stationary
state condition.
It is proposed to characterize infringement risk estimation
in the macrosystem by integrated index in case of CES.
Integrated index takes into account changes inside each
subsystem and ecological risk value for each subsystem –
ecological (natural), social and economic ones. Such risk
index value represents deviation from normative stable state
(risk). It also promotes such managerial decision-making
which could keep each systems right to develop with
keeping balance inside the system and in CES as a whole
(Fig. 1).

Begin

CES monitoring, input data:
Ecological system (ES) –

ξ(x1 , x 2 ,..., x n ) ;

Social economical system
η(y1 , y 2 ,..., y n )

–

CES state – informativeness
pij
I(ξ, η) = ∑s, j pijlog2
pi ⋅ qj

Dependences
analysis
p ij ≠ pi ⋅ q j

End

CES state estimation

I(ξ, η) → I n ;

∆I(ξ, η) → 0;

I(ξ, η) > 0

⎛ dµ ⎞
S⎜
⎟=0
⎝ dν ⎠

CES subsystems state
S(ξ ) = ∑i p i log 2 (1 / pi );

(

S(η) = ∑ j q jlog 2 1 / q j

)

Violation
analysis

S* (ξ ) > 0;
S* (η) > 0

Managerial decision
taking: I(ξ, η) → I n

⎧−1, if x1 ≠ x1′ ;
⎪
K(Y1, Y1′ ) = ⎨ 1, if x1 ≠ x′;
⎪ 0, if x = x′; or x′ = 0
1
1
⎩

SES
CES changes analysis

S(ξ | η) = −∑∞j=1 q j ∑i∞=1 pi| jlog2pi| j

ν

influence upon ES
µ changes

dµ
⎛ dµ ⎞
ν(dw)
S⎜ ⎟ = ∫Ω log2
dν
⎝ dν ⎠

CES state estimation
I(ξ, η) = S(ξ) + S(η) − S(ξ | η)
I(ξ, η) > In

Fig. 1. CES state estimation scheme in the form entropy and comparator
К: ξ is probabilistic observation (x1 , x 2 ,..., x n ) with probability

(p1, p 2 ,..., p n ) ; η is probabilistic observation (y1, y 2 ,..., y m ) with

probability (q1 , q 2 ,..., q m ) ; pij is probability of interaction of operation
ξ = x i ; η = y j ; S is entropy of systems state; µ is ecological changes to
man-made ν argument (in accordance with Radona-Nicodima)
( St w = w (t + τ ) ; I n is unconfigured state, equilibrium position; *is
determination S provided that I n =0
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Coordination factors of characteristics and parameters
interconsistency supply are given priority when determining
CES state. These are characteristics of complicated
corporative systems along with thermodynamical
parameters of identifying corporative system equilibrium,
integrity and evolution harmonization. The situation
analysis as to ecological risk estimation and people health
risk estimation is proposed to consider from a new point of
view. Such a position bars further system development with
existing violations in environment and negative influence
upon components and elements of natural ecosystems.
According to CES concept the estimation of considered
object is carried out equilibrium besides population health
state estimation in the form of positive risk and boundaries
normalization of permissible influence upon natural
ecosystems and human beings is carried out too.
Existing risk estimation methods are rather tedious and
great amount of information is needed to be processed. On
the basis of each factor (relevance) from each of the 5
database blocks a characteristic is retrieved which reflects
75–80% of all initial data and provides a practical analysis
of output variables structure.
The present approach does not take into account related
systems state (economic and natural systems) and doesn’t
let to estimate risk level in these systems and its influence
upon population health risk level.
The aim of approaches main to consider to ecological risk
estimation formation for territories and the population
health the research is state. Corporative concept advantages
were determined regarding corporative ecological system
and positive risk estimation.
Analyzed indicator groups are distributed among three
factor blocks according to the CES concept of corporative
approach. Population health belongs to the 1st block; the
way of life, social economic environment belong to the 2nd
block; biological, chemical, physical and social
environment factors belong to the 3rd block (Fig. 2).
Economical system
progress level (maximal
productivity, minimal

influence upon environment)
is block 2

Social environment
(prosperity, wars,
building) is block 3

Influence – risk, violation

Human environment
Ecological environment
destabilization is block 1

Population health risk

Fig. 2. Block schema of population health assessment

Such work has been carried to determine sanitary
epidemiological welfare. Considerable amount of factors
are analysed in each block of the multidimensional health
risk determination system. There are 33 factors in the 1st
block (A), 29 factors in the 2nd (B), 12 factors in the 3rd one.
That is why this work provides factors ranking according to
their health influence. Bigger factor gets lower rank value if
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it affects health. Factor value is to be decreased if the
direction of the vector is negative. And a bigger factor
corresponds a higher rank value in the opposite case.
Rank points are summed for each block for all territories
examined. Standardized factor (SF) [10] is calculated for
each factor block for each territory. A standardized index is
arithmetic mean of the paints sum for each block. It takes
into account factors frequencies with positive and negative
vectors:

(

)(

SFi = ∑ Pi ⋅ (Pfon )−1, Pfon = ∑ Pi− ⋅ f i− + ∑ Pi+ ⋅ f i+ ⋅ ∑ f i− + ∑ f i+

)

−1

,

(8)

where Pi is the sum of points for all indices of each block
for each factory (it is calculated by adding factor ranking
results with negative ( Pi− ) and positive ( Pi+ ) direction

vectors of influence upon health); f i− is relative group
index frequency, ranked according to negative and positive
( f i+ ) vectors influence upon health.
The SFi values lead to the probabilistic quantities
according to the model [9]:

[ (

)]

Prisk i = 1 − exp 0,5 ⋅ − ΗΠ i2 ,

(9)

where Prisk is probabilistic value, which characterizes
isolated influence risk prevention of corresponding blocks
factor groups ( n j ).
It is safe to say two problems appear to an ecological and
economic sense within the framework of corporative
approach. They concern population health estimation.
1. Research object state, violation probability, destabilizing
process risk determination that can be confirmed by
entropy value.
2. Forming of standard as estimated values on the
influence minimization basis and according to
destabilizing factors effect upon living organism (Fig. 3).
This corporative approach realization was considered
when solving the problem of ecological security violation
detection during Dergachivsky refuse dump and water
objects monitoring according to the following scheme:
⎧
length (X )−1
⎪
∑ (x i − mean(X ))2
⎪
i =1
,
⎪X = x i / ÃÄÊ, σ(X ) =
length(X ) − 1
(10)
⎨
⎪
⎤
⎡ −1
1
⎪F(X, i ) =
(x i − 1)2 ⎥.
⋅ exp ⎢
⎪
2
2πσ(X )
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 2(σ(X ))
⎩

Influence risk as informational and influence entropy,
if PI doesn’t exceeds х2=1:
Risk = S; S(I ) = − P(X, x 1 , x 2 ) ⋅ ln[P(X, x 1 , x 2 )] ,

where P(X, x 1 , x 2 ),⋅PP(X, x 1 , x 2 ) are state, influence
possibility:
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⎧
⎡−1 ⎡1
⎪
⎢ erf ⎢
2 ⎣2
1
⎪
⋅ ⎢⎢
⎪P(X, x1, x2 ) =
2πσ(X) ⎢ 1 ⎡1
⎪
+ erf ⎢
⎪
⎢⎣ 2 ⎣2
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪
⎡−1 ⎡1
⎪
⎢ erf ⎢
⎪
2 ⎣2
1
⎪P(X, x1, x2 ) =
⋅ ⎢⎢
⎪
2πσ(X) ⎢ 1 ⎡1
+ erf ⎢
⎪
⎢⎣ 2 ⎣2
⎩⎪
“Research
object –
influence
factors
formation”:
statistical
monitoring
treatment,
violation risk
determination
or comparator
identification
by state entropy

(− x2 +min(X))⎤ π
⎥
σ(X)
⎦2
(−x +min(X))⎤ π
2 1
⎥
σ(X)
⎦2

2

(− x2 +1)⎤ π
2
⎥
σ(X) ⎦ 2
(−x +1)⎤ π
2 1 ⎥
σ(X) ⎦ 2

Living organism
or other external
object influence
possibility
Pifluence

⎤
2σ(X) +⎥
⎥,
⎥
2σ(X) ⎥
⎥⎦

⎤
2σ(X) +⎥
⎥.
⎥
2σ(X) ⎥
⎥⎦

R negative

Thermodynam
ic output flow
formation

Normalized object state
calculation

,

Toxicological
factors B3
(N1–N2)

Polluting
anions
(B1),
Heavy metals
(B2),
Organic matter
(B3)

R acceptableviolation ;
acceptable health risk

Pmin imal inf luence

Minimum
acceptable violation
P negative

So water indices have the least probability to stay within
norm limits. Organic matter and heavy metals will have the
most influence in the case of norm excess. This is
confirmed by situation analysis at the refuse dump:

R violation ;
health risk

Influence object state, destabilizing effects, statistical
determination of connection between object state and
external thermodynamic flow effective factors effective
factors
Fig. 3. Risk analysis problems with CES realization: → direction and
sequence of the 1st problem solving;
ranking problem decision
concerning influence object

Ecological security parameters were calculated with the
help of Mathcad 2001 according to influence objects
pollution indices (PI). The objects are refuse dump and
surface water according to the system (4).
Research
objects
Microbiological
factors-B1
(MK)

Determined parameters

,

()
or S I
Organoleptic
factors -B2
(L1–L6)
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Each pollutant block on the basis of corporative approach
showed the following results. The thermodynamic analysis
results were taken into account:

or Risk

Heavy metals, dangerous organic matters, anions most
probably have an effect within normal PI according to the
results above. Transformation processes possibility is
foreseen according to their relatively big entropy rates.
Statistical processing has shown water properties change
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dependence on refuse dump ingredients' effect probability.
The same dependence was observed between effects in
influence system (fig. 4).

N=4
Intercept
BM

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable:
microbiol (S
R= ,48593048 R?= ,23612844 Adjusted R?= ----F(1,2)=,61824 p<,51407 Std.Error of estimate: ,71622
t(2)
Std.Err.
B
Std.Err.
Beta
of B
of Beta
1,667948
0,451186
3,696807
0,485930
0,618010
0,002539
0,003229
0,786283
Correlations (Spreadsheet6sta.sta)
anion
BM

Variable
anion
BM
organic
microbiol

N=4
Intercept
organic
BM

1,000000
0,611485
-0,608468
0,079973

0,611485
1,000000
-0,171451
0,485930

organic

microbiol

-0,608468
-0,171451
1,000000
-0,532610

0,079973
0,485930
-0,532610
1,000000

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable:
toxcolog (Spr
R= ,99843848 R?= ,99687940 Adjusted R?= ,99063819
F(2,1)=159,73 p<,05586 Std.Error of estimate: ,65584
t(1)
Std.Err.
B
Std.Err.
Beta
of B
of Beta
13,82016
0,512073
26,9887
-0,799504
0,056702
-0,26831
0,019029
-14,1001
-0,750641
0,056702
-0,03973
0,003001
-13,2384

N=20
Intercept
Ind(mikrobiol)
IdZ(tocsical)

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable:
PPn
R= ,61181109 R?= ,37431281 Adjusted R?= ,30070255
F(2,17)=5,0851 p<,01858 Std.Error of estimate: ,25121
Std.Err.
B
Std.Err.
Beta
of B
of Beta
0,442659
0,115734
-0,565826
0,193112
-0,003616
0,001234
-0,306203
0,193112
-0,008937
0,005636

Fig. 4. Statistical influence results of certain pollution source upon water
quality parameters

IV. CONCLUSION

A Theoretical And Practical Work Significance
Main research areas were determined by corporative
approach introduction into ecological monitoring system.
The aim was to determine CES components definite state
estimation and the possibility of making managerial
decision. As a result ecological, social and economic
optimal system equilibrium and their harmonious progress
is obtained. Using risk theory allows conforming CES state
determination results obtained with the help of
thermodynamical functions and with ecological security risk
method. It also allows to give information about population
health danger due to the heath risk estimation. Risk analysis
gives a new point of view upon ranking in ecology, hygiene
and sanitation

risk estimation application in rate setting. The results of
analytical research and water state risk analysis calculation
application are as follows:
1. CES state determination algorithm (see fig. 1) has been
devised according to the CES and their components
thermodynamic (entropic probabilistic) nature (eq.1-7).
Ecological hygienic health risk scheme and chemical
factor permissible level have provided according to CES
realization and minimal health risk estimation conditions
(see fig. 2).
2. Complex probability thermodynamic system (see fig.3)
for source and influence object ecological state estimation
has been determined.
Suggested
corporative
approach
realization
appropriateness was shown on the basis of example of
ecologically dangerous territory state analysis. The analysis
aim is to determine ecological danger points and to work
out the most constructive managerial decision. The most
probable influence factors and thermodynamically
conditioned negative influence processes (eq.10, fig. 3)
determination is the analysis possibility condition.
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B Summary
Corporative approach appropriateness for organoleptic
water properties quality risk estimation has been
determined. The case of chemical factors influence based on
the example of water objects analysis has been considered.
This was made by advantages estimation of risk analysis for
environment objects quality, “environment—human health”
homeostasis disbalance possibility estimation and by health
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Abstract—These instructions give you guidelines for
preparing papers for IEEE TRANSACTIONS and JOURNALS.
Use this document as a template if you are using Microsoft
Word 6.0 or later. Otherwise, use this document as an
instruction set. The electronic file of your paper will be
formatted further at IEEE. Define all symbols used in the
abstract. Do not cite references in the abstract. Do not delete
the blank line immediately above the abstract; it sets the
footnote at the bottom of this column.
Index Terms—About four key words or phrases in
alphabetical order, separated by commas. For a list of
suggested
keywords,
send
a
blank
e-mail
to
keywords@ieee.org
or
visit
http://www.ieee.org/organizations/pubs/ani_prod/keywrd98.txt

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HIS document is a template for Microsoft Word
versions 6.0 or later. If you are reading a paper or PDF
version of this document, please download the electronic
file, TRANS-JOUR.DOC, from the IEEE Web site at
http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html

so you can use it to prepare your manuscript. If you would
prefer to use LATEX, download IEEE’s LATEX style and
sample files from the same Web page. Use these LATEX
files for formatting, but please follow the instructions in
TRANS-JOUR.DOC or TRANS-JOUR.PDF.
If your paper is intended for a conference, please contact
your conference editor concerning acceptable word
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processor formats for your particular conference.
When you open TRANS-JOUR.DOC, select “Page
Layout” from the “View” menu in the menu bar (View |
Page Layout), which allows you to see the footnotes. Then,
type over sections of TRANS-JOUR.DOC or cut and paste
from another document and use markup styles. The pulldown style menu is at the left of the Formatting Toolbar at
the top of your Word window (for example, the style at this
point in the document is “Text”). Highlight a section that
you want to designate with a certain style, then select the
appropriate name on the style menu. The style will adjust
your fonts and line spacing. Do not change the font sizes
or line spacing to squeeze more text into a limited
number of pages. Use italics for emphasis; do not
underline.
To insert images in Word, position the cursor at the
insertion point and either use Insert | Picture | From File or
copy the image to the Windows clipboard and then Edit |
Paste Special | Picture (with “float over text” unchecked).
IEEE will do the final formatting of your paper. If your
paper is intended for a conference, please observe the
conference page limits.

II. PROCEDURE FOR PAPER SUBMISSION
A. Review Stage
Please check with your editor on whether to submit your
manuscript as hard copy or electronically for review. If hard
copy, submit photocopies such that only one column
appears per page. This will give your referees plenty of
room to write comments. Send the number of copies
specified by your editor (typically four). If submitted
electronically, find out if your editor prefers submissions on
disk or as e-mail attachments.
If you want to submit your file with one column
electronically, please do the following:
--First, click on the View menu and choose Print
Layout.
--Second, place your cursor in the first paragraph. Go
to the Format menu, choose Columns, choose one column
Layout, and choose “apply to whole document” from the
dropdown menu.
--Third, click and drag the right margin bar to just over
4 inches in width.
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The graphics will stay in the “second” column, but you
can drag them to the first column. Make the graphic wider
to push out any text that may try to fill in next to the
graphic.
B. Final Stage
When you submit your final version (after your paper has
been accepted), print it in two-column format, including
figures and tables. You must also send your final
manuscript on a disk, via e-mail, or through a Web
manuscript submission system as directed by the society
contact. You may use Zip or CD-ROM disks for large files,
or compress files using Compress, Pkzip, Stuffit, or Gzip.
Also, send a sheet of paper or PDF with complete contact
information for all authors. Include full mailing addresses,
telephone numbers, fax numbers, and e-mail addresses.
This information will be used to send each author a
complimentary copy of the journal in which the paper
appears. In addition, designate one author as the
“corresponding author.” This is the author to whom proofs
of the paper will be sent. Proofs are sent to the
corresponding author only.
C. Figures
Format and save your graphic images using a suitable
graphics processing program that will allow you to create
the images as PostScript (PS), Encapsulated PostScript
(EPS), or Tagged Image File Format (TIFF), sizes them,
and adjusts the resolution settings. If you created your
source files in one of the following you will be able to
submit the graphics without converting to a PS, EPS, or
TIFF file: Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint,
Microsoft Excel, or Portable Document Format (PDF).
D. Electronic Image Files (Optional)
Import your source files in one of the following:
Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Excel,
or Portable Document Format (PDF); you will be able to
submit the graphics without converting to a PS, EPS, or
TIFF files. Image quality is very important to how yours
graphics will reproduce. Even though we can accept
graphics in many formats, we cannot improve your graphics
if they are poor quality when we receive them. If your
graphic looks low in quality on your printer or monitor,
please keep in mind that cannot improve the quality after
submission.
If you are importing your graphics into this Word
template, please use the following steps:
Under the option EDIT select PASTE SPECIAL. A
dialog box will open, select paste picture, then click OK.
Your figure should now be in the Word Document.
If you are preparing images in TIFF, EPS, or PS format,
note the following. High-contrast line figures and tables
should be prepared with 600 dpi resolution and saved with
no compression, 1 bit per pixel (monochrome), with file
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names in the form of “fig3.tif” or “table1.tif.”
Photographs and grayscale figures should be prepared
with 300 dpi resolution and saved with no compression, 8
bits per pixel (grayscale).

Sizing of Graphics
Most charts graphs and tables are one column wide (3 1/2
inches or 21 picas) or two-column width (7 1/16 inches, 43
picas wide). We recommend that you avoid sizing figures
less than one column wide, as extreme enlargements may
distort your images and result in poor reproduction.
Therefore, it is better if the image is slightly larger, as a
minor reduction in size should not have an adverse affect
the quality of the image.
Size of Author Photographs
The final printed size of an author photograph is exactly
1 inch wide by 1 1/4 inches long (6 picas × 7 1/2 picas).
Please ensure that the author photographs you submit are
proportioned similarly. If the author’s photograph does not
appear at the end of the paper, then please size it so that it is
proportional to the standard size of 1 9/16 inches wide by
2 inches long (9 1/2 picas × 12 picas). JPEG files are only
accepted for author photos.
How to create a PostScript File
First, download a PostScript printer driver from
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/pdrvwin.htm
(for
Windows)
or
from
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/
pdrvmac.htm
(for Macintosh) and install the “Generic PostScript Printer”
definition. In Word, paste your figure into a new document.
Print to a file using the PostScript printer driver. File names
should be of the form “fig5.ps.” Use Open Type fonts when
creating your figures, if possible. A listing of the acceptable
fonts are as follows: Open Type Fonts: Times Roman,
Helvetica, Helvetica Narrow, Courier, Symbol, Palatino,
Avant Garde, Bookman, Zapf Chancery, Zapf Dingbats,
and New Century Schoolbook.
Print Color Graphics Requirements
IEEE accepts color graphics in the following formats:
EPS, PS, TIFF, Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and PDF. The
resolution of a RGB color TIFF file should be 400 dpi.
When sending color graphics, please supply a high
quality hard copy or PDF proof of each image. If we cannot
achieve a satisfactory color match using the electronic
version of your files, we will have your hard copy scanned.
Any of the files types you provide will be converted to
RGB color EPS files.
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TABLE I
UNITS FOR MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
Symbol
Φ
B

Fig. 1. Magnetization as a function of applied field. Note that “Fig.” is
abbreviated. There is a period after the figure number, followed by two
spaces. It is good practice to explain the significance of the figure in the
caption.

Web Color Graphics
IEEE accepts color graphics in the following formats:
EPS, PS, TIFF, Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and PDF. The
resolution of a RGB color TIFF file should be at least 400
dpi.
Your color graphic will be converted to grayscale if no
separate grayscale file is provided. If a graphic is to appear
in print as black and white, it should be saved and
submitted as a black and white file. If a graphic is to appear
in print or on IEEE Xplore in color, it should be submitted
as RGB color.
Graphics Checker Tool
The IEEE Graphics Checker Tool enables users to check
graphic files. The tool will check journal article graphic
files against a set of rules for compliance with IEEE
requirements. These requirements are designed to ensure
sufficient image quality so they will look acceptable in
print. After receiving a graphic or a set of graphics, the tool
will check the files against a set of rules. A report will then
be e-mailed listing each graphic and whether it met or failed
to meet the requirements. If the file fails, a description of
why and instructions on how to correct the problem will be
sent. The IEEE Graphics Checker Tool is available at
http://graphicsqc.ieee.org/
For more Information, contact the IEEE Graphics H-E-LP Desk by e-mail at graphics@ieee.org. You will then
receive an e-mail response and sometimes a request for a
sample graphic for us to check.
E. Copyright Form
An IEEE copyright form should accompany your final
submission. You can get a .pdf, .html, or .doc version at
http://www.ieee.org/copyright. Authors are responsible for
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Conversion from Gaussian and
CGS EMU to SI a

Quantity

H
m

magnetic flux
magnetic flux density,
magnetic induction
magnetic field strength
magnetic moment

M

magnetization

4πM
σ
j
J

magnetization
specific magnetization
magnetic dipole
moment
magnetic polarization

χ, κ
χρ
µ

susceptibility
mass susceptibility
permeability

µr
w, W
N, D

relative permeability
energy density
demagnetizing factor

1 Mx → 10−8 Wb = 10−8 V·s
1 G → 10−4 T = 10−4 Wb/m2
1 Oe → 103/(4π) A/m
1 erg/G = 1 emu
→ 10−3 A·m2 = 10−3 J/T
1 erg/(G·cm3) = 1 emu/cm3
→ 103 A/m
1 G → 103/(4π) A/m
1 erg/(G·g) = 1 emu/g → 1 A·m2/kg
1 erg/G = 1 emu
→ 4π × 10−10 Wb·m
1 erg/(G·cm3) = 1 emu/cm3
→ 4π × 10−4 T
1 → 4π
1 cm3/g → 4π × 10−3 m3/kg
1 → 4π × 10−7 H/m
= 4π × 10−7 Wb/(A·m)
µ → µr
1 erg/cm3 → 10−1 J/m3
1 → 1/(4π)

Vertical lines are optional in tables. Statements that serve as captions for
the entire table do not need footnote letters.
a
Gaussian units are the same as cgs emu for magnetostatics; Mx =
maxwell, G = gauss, Oe = oersted; Wb = weber, V = volt, s = second, T =
tesla, m = meter, A = ampere, J = joule, kg = kilogram, H = henry.

obtaining any security clearances.

III. MATH
If you are using Word, use either the Microsoft Equation
Editor or the MathType add-on (http://www.mathtype.com)
for equations in your paper (Insert | Object | Create New |
Microsoft Equation or MathType Equation). “Float over
text” should not be selected.

IV. UNITS
Use either SI (MKS) or CGS as primary units. (SI units
are strongly encouraged.) English units may be used as
secondary units (in parentheses). This applies to papers in
data storage. For example, write “15 Gb/cm2 (100
Gb/in2).” An exception is when English units are used as
identifiers in trade, such as “3½-in disk drive.” Avoid
combining SI and CGS units, such as current in amperes
and magnetic field in oersteds. This often leads to confusion
because equations do not balance dimensionally. If you
must use mixed units, clearly state the units for each
quantity in an equation.
The SI unit for magnetic field strength H is A/m.
However, if you wish to use units of T, either refer to
magnetic flux density B or magnetic field strength
symbolized as µ0H. Use the center dot to separate
compound units, e.g., “A·m2.”
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V. HELPFUL HINTS
A. Figures and Tables
Because IEEE will do the final formatting of your paper,
you do not need to position figures and tables at the top and
bottom of each column. In fact, all figures, figure captions,
and tables can be at the end of the paper. Large figures and
tables may span both columns. Place figure captions below
the figures; place table titles above the tables. If your figure
has two parts, include the labels “(a)” and “(b)” as part of
the artwork. Please verify that the figures and tables you
mention in the text actually exist. Please do not include
captions as part of the figures. Do not put captions in
“text boxes” linked to the figures. Do not put borders
around the outside of your figures. Use the abbreviation
“Fig.” even at the beginning of a sentence. Do not
abbreviate “Table.” Tables are numbered with Roman
numerals.
Color printing of figures is available, but is billed to the
authors. Include a note with your final paper indicating that
you request and will pay for color printing. Do not use
color unless it is necessary for the proper interpretation of
your figures. If you want reprints of your color article, the
reprint order should be submitted promptly. There is an
additional charge for color reprints. Please note that many
IEEE journals now allow an author to publish color
figures on Xplore and black and white figures in print.
Contact your society representative for specific
requirements.
Figure axis labels are often a source of confusion. Use
words rather than symbols. As an example, write the
quantity “Magnetization,” or “Magnetization M,” not just
“M.” Put units in parentheses. Do not label axes only with
units. As in Fig. 1, for example, write “Magnetization
(A/m)” or “Magnetization (A ⋅ m−1),” not just “A/m.” Do not
label axes with a ratio of quantities and units. For example,
write “Temperature (K),” not “Temperature/K.”
Multipliers can be especially confusing. Write
“Magnetization (kA/m)” or “Magnetization (103 A/m).” Do
not write “Magnetization (A/m) × 1000” because the reader
would not know whether the top axis label in Fig. 1 meant
16000 A/m or 0.016 A/m. Figure labels should be legible,
approximately 8 to 12 point type.
B. References
Number citations consecutively in square brackets [1].
The sentence punctuation follows the brackets [2]. Multiple
references [2], [3] are each numbered with separate brackets
[1]–[3]. When citing a section in a book, please give the
relevant page numbers [2]. In sentences, refer simply to the
reference number, as in [3]. Do not use “Ref. [3]” or
“reference [3]” except at the beginning of a sentence:
“Reference [3] shows ... .” Please do not use automatic
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endnotes in Word, rather, type the reference list at the end
of the paper using the “References” style.
Number footnotes separately in superscripts (Insert |
Footnote).1 Place the actual footnote at the bottom of the
column in which it is cited; do not put footnotes in the
reference list (endnotes). Use letters for table footnotes (see
Table I).
Please note that the references at the end of this
document are in the preferred referencing style. Give all
authors’ names; do not use “et al.” unless there are six
authors or more. Use a space after authors’ initials. Papers
that have not been published should be cited as
“unpublished” [4]. Papers that have been accepted for
publication, but not yet specified for an issue should be
cited as “to be published” [5]. Papers that have been
submitted for publication should be cited as “submitted for
publication” [6]. Please give affiliations and addresses for
private communications [7].
Capitalize only the first word in a paper title, except for
proper nouns and element symbols. For papers published in
translation journals, please give the English citation first,
followed by the original foreign-language citation [8].
C. Abbreviations and Acronyms
Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time they are
used in the text, even after they have already been defined
in the abstract. Abbreviations such as IEEE, SI, ac, and dc
do not have to be defined. Abbreviations that incorporate
periods should not have spaces: write “C.N.R.S.,” not “C.
N. R. S.” Do not use abbreviations in the title unless they
are unavoidable (for example, “IEEE” in the title of this
article).
D. Equations
Number equations consecutively with equation numbers
in parentheses flush with the right margin, as in (1). First
use the equation editor to create the equation. Then select
the “Equation” markup style. Press the tab key and write the
equation number in parentheses. To make your equations
more compact, you may use the solidus ( / ), the exp
function, or appropriate exponents. Use parentheses to
avoid ambiguities in denominators. Punctuate equations
when they are part of a sentence, as in

∫

r2
0

F ( r , ϕ ) dr d ϕ = [σ r2 / ( 2 µ 0 )]
⋅∫

∞
0

exp ( − λ | z j − z i | ) λ

−1

(1)

J 1 ( λ r2 ) J 0 ( λ ri ) d λ .

Be sure that the symbols in your equation have been
defined before the equation appears or immediately
following. Italicize symbols (T might refer to temperature,
1
It is recommended that footnotes be avoided (except for the
unnumbered footnote with the receipt date on the first page). Instead, try to
integrate the footnote information into the text.
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but T is the unit tesla). Refer to “(1),” not “Eq. (1)” or
“equation (1),” except at the beginning of a sentence:
“Equation (1) is ... .”
E. Other Recommendations
Use one space after periods and colons. Hyphenate
complex modifiers: “zero-field-cooled magnetization.”
Avoid dangling participles, such as, “Using (1), the
potential was calculated.” [It is not clear who or what used
(1).] Write instead, “The potential was calculated by using
(1),” or “Using (1), we calculated the potential.”
Use a zero before decimal points: “0.25,” not “.25.” Use
“cm3,” not “cc.” Indicate sample dimensions as “0.1 cm ×
0.2 cm,” not “0.1 × 0.2 cm2.” The abbreviation for
“seconds” is “s,” not “sec.” Do not mix complete spellings
and abbreviations of units: use “Wb/m2” or “webers per
square meter,” not “webers/m2.” When expressing a range
of values, write “7 to 9” or “7-9,” not “7~9.”
A parenthetical statement at the end of a sentence is
punctuated outside of the closing parenthesis (like this). (A
parenthetical sentence is punctuated within the
parentheses.) In American English, periods and commas are
within quotation marks, like “this period.” Other
punctuation is “outside”! Avoid contractions; for example,
write “do not” instead of “don’t.” The serial comma is
preferred: “A, B, and C” instead of “A, B and C.”
If you wish, you may write in the first person singular or
plural and use the active voice (“I observed that ...” or “We
observed that ...” instead of “It was observed that ...”).
Remember to check spelling. If your native language is not
English, please get a native English-speaking colleague to
carefully proofread your paper.
VI. SOME COMMON MISTAKES
The word “data” is plural, not singular. The subscript for
the permeability of vacuum µ0 is zero, not a lowercase letter
“o.” The term for residual magnetization is “remanence”;
the adjective is “remanent”; do not write “remnance” or
“remnant.” Use the word “micrometer” instead of “micron.”
A graph within a graph is an “inset,” not an “insert.” The
word “alternatively” is preferred to the word “alternately”
(unless you really mean something that alternates). Use the
word “whereas” instead of “while” (unless you are referring
to simultaneous events). Do not use the word “essentially”
to mean “approximately” or “effectively.” Do not use the
word “issue” as a euphemism for “problem.” When
compositions are not specified, separate chemical symbols
by en-dashes; for example, “NiMn” indicates the
intermetallic compound Ni0.5Mn0.5 whereas “Ni–Mn”
indicates an alloy of some composition NixMn1-x.
Be aware of the different meanings of the homophones
“affect” (usually a verb) and “effect” (usually a noun),
“complement” and “compliment,” “discreet” and “discrete,”
“principal” (e.g., “principal investigator”) and “principle”
(e.g., “principle of measurement”). Do not confuse “imply”
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and “infer.”
Prefixes such as “non,” “sub,” “micro,” “multi,” and
“ultra” are not independent words; they should be joined to
the words they modify, usually without a hyphen. There is
no period after the “et” in the Latin abbreviation “et al.” (it
is also italicized). The abbreviation “i.e.,” means “that is,”
and the abbreviation “e.g.,” means “for example” (these
abbreviations are not italicized).
An excellent style manual and source of information for
science writers is [9]. A general IEEE style guide and an
Information for Authors are both available at
http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html

VII. EDITORIAL POLICY
Submission of a manuscript is not required for
participation in a conference. Do not submit a reworked
version of a paper you have submitted or published
elsewhere. Do not publish “preliminary” data or results.
The submitting author is responsible for obtaining
agreement of all coauthors and any consent required from
sponsors before submitting a paper. IEEE TRANSACTIONS
and JOURNALS strongly discourage courtesy authorship. It is
the obligation of the authors to cite relevant prior work.
The Transactions and Journals Department does not
publish conference records or proceedings. The
TRANSACTIONS does publish papers related to conferences
that have been recommended for publication on the basis of
peer review. As a matter of convenience and service to the
technical community, these topical papers are collected and
published in one issue of the TRANSACTIONS.
At least two reviews are required for every paper
submitted. For conference-related papers, the decision to
accept or reject a paper is made by the conference editors
and publications committee; the recommendations of the
referees are advisory only. Undecipherable English is a
valid reason for rejection. Authors of rejected papers may
revise and resubmit them to the TRANSACTIONS as regular
papers, whereupon they will be reviewed by two new
referees.

VIII. PUBLICATION PRINCIPLES
The contents of IEEE TRANSACTIONS and JOURNALS are
peer-reviewed and archival. The TRANSACTIONS publishes
scholarly articles of archival value as well as tutorial
expositions and critical reviews of classical subjects and
topics of current interest.
Authors should consider the following points:
1) Technical papers submitted for publication must
advance the state of knowledge and must cite relevant
prior work.
2) The length of a submitted paper should be
commensurate with the importance, or appropriate to
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the complexity, of the work. For example, an obvious
extension of previously published work might not be
appropriate for publication or might be adequately
treated in just a few pages.
3) Authors must convince both peer reviewers and the
editors of the scientific and technical merit of a paper;
the standards of proof are higher when extraordinary or
unexpected results are reported.
4) Because replication is required for scientific progress,
papers submitted for publication must provide
sufficient information to allow readers to perform
similar experiments or calculations and use the reported
results. Although not everything need be disclosed, a
paper must contain new, useable, and fully described
information. For example, a specimen’s chemical
composition need not be reported if the main purpose
of a paper is to introduce a new measurement
technique. Authors should expect to be challenged by
reviewers if the results are not supported by adequate
data and critical details.
5) Papers that describe ongoing work or announce the
latest technical achievement, which are suitable for
presentation at a professional conference, may not be
appropriate for publication in a TRANSACTIONS or
JOURNAL.

IX. CONCLUSION
A conclusion section is not required. Although a
conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not
replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might
elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest
applications and extensions.
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